Airport Land Use Plan Survey Results

6. Do you have thoughts around housing near the airport that you would like to add?
You would only increase the number of resident complaints about air traffic noise and pollution.
You will get nothing but complaints regarding noise. Who was there first ?
You should not have housing so close to the runway
Yes, I'm opposed to housing near the airport. You should be looking at reducing the existing and projected noise levels
and considering noise-sensitive land uses rather than trying to increase the population around the airport. The airport
noise has already drastically increased with the hundreds of sky jumpers in recent years. There are numerous scientific
studies that indicate that noise, and in particular aircraft noise affect children's learning and that airport noise exposure at
home is associated with poorer reading and memory skills. There is also increasing evidence that children exposed to
chronic airport noise have poorer performance on standardized achievement tests, compared to children who are not
exposed. Airport noise can cause community annoyance, disrupt sleep, and there is some evidence that it can increase
the risk for cardiovascular disease of people living in the vicinity of the airport. The bottom line is that residential
development is not compatible with airport operations due to aircraft noise impacts and for safety reasons.
Yes, I think housing should be of a temporary or recreational nature, doesn't make sense to put housing close to the
airport and subject the residents to noise and air pollution.
Yes don't do it!!
yes - it should be affordable housing that can be eligible for building grants, but residents MUST sign an agreement that
limits them from making any complaints about the airport ie noise smells etc (see land use agreement for land around
Victoria International Airport)
Would rather have woods and nature than more housing.
would need to know a lot more about what is planned, don't have enough info at this time, however would want to ensure
that the airport continues and that there is a plan in place to increase traffic at the airport as demand justifies it
Would like to see studies that look at the effect it would have on the water table.
Would like flights to Vancouver, more housing always leads to confrontation over noise and added activity. Concerned
about water requirements for more housing development.
Would like a mixture of smaller lots with half acre lots, the smaller lots grouped around central clubhouse with kitchen
facilities, making a neighbour hood community with a mixture of ages.
Would depend on what type of housing is envisioned
Would be to noisy for residence
Would be good to have a mix of residential and retail. Also to have mix of townhomes and condominiums allowing for
diversity of age and income.
Work live living spaces

With development comes added traffic and the need for services. Ensure there is proper parking and not too many
houses placed so close together. I am sure airport noise would be of concern in this area. Perhaps some park area
could also be considered.
Will only lead to noise complaints eventually.
Why do we need more housing. Development is not always improvements. What's wrong with leaving things as is?
Meanwhile Chartwell residents are always c/o noise from the airport. How does more housing solve this issue?
Who would want to live that close to an airport...
Who wants to live adjacent to the noise? It’s bad enough in Chartwell and Qualicum Woods.
While the need for affordable housing is urgent, the airport should remain and expand air travel like other airports. I love
the central location from the Comox, Cowichan and Alberni valley's.
While I feel that affordable is a needed addition to the town of Qualicum Beach, I also feel that an effectively run Airport
has equally important value to the Town. If there was a way to incorporate both into the big picture planning for the town,
that would be ideal.
We vigorously oppose any type of housing and any change of zoning for these lands !!! Affordable housing....low income
housing is particularly inappropriate for these lands as low income individuals will be too far removed from the services
and possibly employment available in Qualicum Beach or Parksville !!
We should not put more housing near the airport due to the noise problems that we already know about. Also the airport
is not a good place for affordable housing which should be closer to the centre of town. I don’t think we should be putting
affordable housing as far away from the town as possible.
We like one of the ideas that was presented at the Civic Centre meeting, for live/work housing in a light industrial setting.
Affordable, low income type housing would be fine in the area closest to the railway and Bennet Rd.
We are losing a valuable service. I am against it.
Very soon those residents would be complaining about the noise, and other conflicts that would arise.
Until the current town planner is replaced I think all residential and commercial planning should cease. The huge mistake
of allowing a large retirement building in the core area is an example of poor planning as well as the allowance of high
density housing around QB ... e.g. allowing 3 dwellings on an area previously occupied by one.
unsuitable
Truly affordable housing for the people that are in the low/mid income tax bracket that live and work here. We need to see
more true affordable housing instead of high priced housing developments. Affordable rentals are extremely difficult to
find for those people who live and work in this community and desperately need a home for their families. It’s terrible
seeing families living in rvs and their cars. It’s not acceptable!!!
TQB has had to put up with complaint calls for the existing ambient noises. Don't invite additional.

town owned land makes it possible to do affordable housing
Too poor of air quality for housing. Need trees to offset airport carbon dioxide production.
Too noisy. Do not harvest the 60 acre parcel. Keep the trees. Combat, do not contribute to, climate change.
Too noisy, current residents are not happy.
Why increase the problem with more residents.
too noisy to add housing there
Too noisy for housing or wildlife? Best to keep air traffic noise to a minimum, so keep a stop to any expansion. Nanaimo is
much quieter than many areas of Q. Beach in that respect
Too noisy
Too much noise.
Too close to air traffic of any kind
To locate housing near airport seems predestined to cultivate a slum
Tiny homes for those that are priced out of housing market
This will only make it so more people will complain
This needs to take account of aircraft noise and its impact on providing a suitable and desirable living environment
This land should be developed as a light industrial area.
This is part of what I wrote to others today "I expressed my concern that we may be relegating people who can only afford
lo-cost housing to a potential noise ghetto. That is normally the preserve of hard-hearted land developers."
There’s lots of land every where
There will be never ending complaints about noise.
There should NOT be small lot residential housing in this area at all. There could be some 2 or 3 story affordable housing
built; owned, maintained, and rented out by the town. This housing should be designed taking the natural environment
into consideration. In other words, not the usual scorched earth approach to developing housing.
Hire a qualified SOLAR architectural firm to design a series of independent buildings utilizing solar design techniques and
parameters. Some of these are: buildings with an east/west axis; few windows on the north side of the building;
mechanical, laundry, utility areas, storage areas to the north side of the building; increased insulation values; wide
overhangs on the south side of the building to block the hotter, higher summer sun, thereby minimizing cooling needs and
costs; attention paid to passive solar design details and materials (heat sinks for example); maintain some treed areas to
the west and north of the building(s), extensive use of solar panels on the roof structures, and many more.
These buildings should be spaced out in the natural environment; have underground parking, be physically attractive and

be integrated with the natural surroundings as much as possible. QB has a chance to be bold, to be innovative, to be
socially and environmentally conscious at the same time!
There needs to be apartment complexes for young adults, renting is nearly impossible for less than 2000/2 bedroom
places. Ridiculous, the youth out of high school are forced to Nanaimo just to find a place to live a lot of the time. Keep
our young adults close! They are our labourers for construction and landscaping companies. Which are in high demand!
It’s a win win
There is not bus service, no amenities , a vehicle would be required
There is enough new houses being built at the moment. I don’t see a need for.
There is already enough
There is already a group of residents trying to shut down the air traffic because of the "noise". Addition of residents so
close to the airport could bring on additional protests to keeping our airport active.
There are enough complaints now from existing housing that has been around for years. Why would you build/buy new
homes right next to a long existing airport. Does not make any sense.
There are already more than enough complaints from Chartwell residents so why add fire to the problem?
there are already complaints about the noise. there will be many more complaints if more housing is built there. what
about stress on the water supply?
There are already a large number of complaints about airport noise from Qualicum Woods and Chartwell. Adding
residential will only create more problems.
The two don’t mix well. Make plans to close the airport in 3, 5, 10 years.
The town needs housing, so that is positive. I think it might be a better idea to move the industrial operations in the town,
like the recycling, to that location and build the houses where the industry is now.
THE TOWN ALREADY RECEIVES MANY COMPLAINTS ABOUT THE AIRPORT AND IT IS PERCEIVED THAT THESE
ARE IGNORED. BUILDING MORE HOMES EVEN CLOSER TO THE RUNWAY WOULD ONLY INCREASE THE
NUMBER OF COMPLAINTS.
The speed at Rupert road and the airport is too fast for more residential housing this should be addressed, if this was to
move forward, also there should be a rural tax adjustment for the acreages down Rupert which are all 5acre parcels of
ALR, unless subdivision becomes available to them also.
The residents of Chartwell are already complaining about the noise generated by the Qualicum Beach airport. Flying to
and from Vancouver has become an essential service for many business people in Qualicum Beach. To attract further
housing would limit the growth potential for the airport and cause increased disharmony between the local residents and
the airport.

The proposed development is in the dead center of the aircraft circuit. It is required that aircraft join the circuit by flying
strait across the middle of the development area. While aircraft flying is very safe, the vast majority of aircraft accidents
take place in the vicinity of airports
the problem is once people move in then they start complaining about the noise, forgetting that they bought near an
airport. ease of transportation from there to other services, especially if we are talking affordable housing, perhaps they
don't own cars.
The priority should be light industrial to increase employment activities and encourage more families to locate in and
around Qualicum, and increase the business tax base so that business taxes can be reduced.
Supportive housing should be closer to town if possible. Too close to airport noise for other housing.
The people who now live near the airport complain about noise, I think it would be silly to increase noise complaints.
the noise from the airport would make housing unpleasant for residents
the land should be reserved as park land. first of all I wold like the council to provide a definition or affordable housing
and exactly how they plan to provide it. But using 62 acres of forested land just for the sake of development is completely
foolish. and irresponsible. We don't need or want development just for the sake of it.
The housing should be affordable to young families but should not imperil our water supply.
The first thing needed is an environmental assessment of the current situation. Most plans start with such an
assessment.
The buffer zone of trees around the airport must be maintained.
The area is far removed from city services which is not helpful to those wanting supportive housing. It has shown in the
past once housing is there then complaints come in re airport noise . It just not make sense for housing. This area is
perfect for light industrial
the airport was there before many of the housing developments came to be
The airport has been there since 1954 so I wish nearby home owners would quit complaining about noise. They knew
there was an airport nearby when they bought their homes.
The airport development plan includes affordable housing. I would like to see a more concrete definition of the term, eg.,
housing for purchase under $300,000; under $200,000?. Or do you mean units for rent with assistance from various
agencies, in which case you need to call it subsidized housing .Also if your target demographic is young families you need
more parks and green spaces.
The air port land was donated for use as a small airport. It should remain as that, if used for operating it should
recompense the donors. People who bought near the airport now complain because it is noisy but they all knew it was
there when they purchased their property.

The acreage on the airport road would be perfect for a nice modular home site which would provide affordable housing
and generate revenue for the town
That it would be considered appropriate to proceed and continue operating as an airport (an airport!!) and seriously (??!!)
propose residential use is ludicrous on its face and deeply insulting and dismissive of those who most think are likely to
live there. In the second largest country on planet earth we waste our planners’ brains with such nonsense?
That close to an airport is not desirable for housing. It has to be rental on land provided by the town at a nominal lease
and run by a non-profit group. There are problems with too many of the same class of housing together.
terrible idea. the area should be used for commercial/industrial use.
Temporary, short-term, for workers, overnight stays, people who don't have to put up with noise regularly.
Starts out well but the folk forget that they live near the airport....not that the airport is located near then. Airport is the
priority. Housing can be located in many places. Why together?
Space is hard to come by, I’m not confident the land use would be best suited for low income housing. I would like to hear
why the land would be the best location for low income housing. If low income housing goes forward I would hope there
would be no age restrictions and build in a way to have as many units as possible.
Something for young families
Some Chartwell residents have complaints about airport noise although as a resident it isn't a big issue for me. More
housing would be even closer to the airport - perhaps not ideal for housing. Seems counter-intuitive.
Some affordable housing, and some commercial as well. Keep the airport running but build heavy density housing.
Studio, 1 and 2 bdrm apartments.
so many better places to put houses than close to the airport where ppl will ultimately complain about noise. Keep the
land flexible for future expansion. Houses are too fixed.
Single detached housing. no row, condo or apts. keep it simple and reasonable cost. What you do will affect the value of
existing tax payer properties and their quality of life that brought them to Qualicum and Chartwell subdivision in the first
place. We do not need gas stations, convenience stores or light industrial (what ever that means). The increased traffic
and noise at all hours is not conducive to good quality of life.
Should be townhouses
Should be mixed housing. Apartments, condos, single family. No ghettos of one type of housing only.
Should be light industrial or commercial NOT housing
Should be affordable mixed senior and single family housing either condo or 2 story bachelor 1, 2, and 3 bedroom
apartments.
seems like a poor choice of land-use; I could be convinced otherwise depending on where on the lands housing was
proposed and what services the development was offering

Safety will always be an issue living close to airport. Once homes are built , homeowners will likely start to complain about
noise and operational hours, perhaps leading to restricting the hours of operations. hence housing would be counter
productive to the future of airport
Residents now complain about the noise at the airport, so this would have to be carefully thought out. We could go along
with housing to be purchased by residents, but not rented.
Residents near the airport suffer problems and frustration with noise and pollution already. Why would you build housing
here and create more problems?
Residents already dont like the noise... but if its super affordable then it would be delt with. Affordable is key.
Residential and aviation are incongruent as new residents will likely be opposed to expansion of airline services.
Industrial use of the land is more compatible.
Rental and affordable for young and old
Reduce flights to accommodate good housing.
Recurring noise issues
Quite often people build near an airport and then start to complain about the air traffic, noise etc. soon after! This is not
fair to the aviation business. I feel that putting housing any closer (to the airport) than it is now will create problems of this
nature. It is better to avoid the conflict of interest from the start!
Qualicum has lots of new development for residential going on already, adding more seems unnecessary and will lead to
(new) residents near the airport complaining about airport noise.
Qualicum Beach has already "affordable" housing compared with other cities, and comparable with Parksville. I suggest
one or two 2-storey 'mixed age' RENTAL buildings on the South side of the airport, with vehicle access onto Bennett,
transit availability, and surrounded by green space and trees (some of which are already there) and a playground for the
children. (The Town of QB will be the "landlord".)
Putting low cost housing at the end of the runway is a truly daft idea. Where did you come up with that one?
Protect values of French Creek Watershed
Protect habitat, make park,sustainability,Im an area G resident and want to keep my well water.
prefer to maximise green space. Support concept of clustered housing, ie patio homes or similar, interconnected by
pedestrian, cycling and non-road registered vehicles
Prefer much needed protected parkland.
potential conflict over noise
Poor location for affordable housing as other uses are not compatible.
Please no supportive housing!

Perhaps good sound proofing? Perhaps a second story above a commercial use on the first floor.
perhaps for seasonal workers. Not for affordable housing though, which should be at the town centre.
Perhaps best to develop the land for light industry use.
Perfect for low income housing and connecting transit
People will complain about the noise like Hartwell residents have
People will complain about the noise
People who buy housing around airports almost always complain about noise, then try to have the airport moved away
from their housing.
People that move in to housing near the airport later on may complain of the noise from aircraft. Apparently there have
already been complaints.
People moving into this housing will need to know what the noise level is and that the airport is an ongoing operation, not
likely to get any less busy. They will need find this acceptable before they commit to living there.
people in chart well already complain about aircraft noise and the airport was already there when they built chart well, why
build more housing there for more people to complain. It is better suited for industrial / light industrial use
People already complain about the noise at the airport. So why put housing near it, chartwell already complains, rather
see light industrial and or affordable shopping.
ownership model, rent or own,
Other areas are better suited for residential use. Living next to an airport is not ideal.
Opposed to any new building around airport should be
Farm land
Only traffic flow
One storey only; low density ; leave room for airport to grow somewhat
ONCE HOUSING IS ALLOWED THE NOISE COMPLAINTS AND THE DEMAND FOR AIR PORT USERS TO BE SHUT
DOWN - THEY JUST DON;T MIX
Once housing around a airport is encouraged the airport is doomed.
Ok if not disturbed by noise of aircraft
Nothing. Leave the trees alone.
nothing to add
Not the right location
Not the place for it.

Not the correct location. Move the Public Works yards to the airport area and use the current Public Works yard for
housing.
Not necessary, plenty of other locations.
Not necessary around the airport
Not many people enjoy living near airport noise, even in small airports. Clear access to runways is needed at all times for
safety reasons. A huge amount of land is presently being cleared for housing - and enough is enough, without adding
more around the airport.
Not interested in ANY new housing
Not good
Not an ideal place for affordable housing. Should be close to city services, physicians where kids can play in parks away
from runways, planes and possible light industrial businesses.
Not a suitable area for housing
Not a pleasant place for anyone to live.....waking every morning to planes at 6:30
Not a great place for density. Semi rural and keep it that way
Not a great location for any homes on that side of the tracks due to airplane engine and runway
traffic noise with no tree buffer . Better suited to business and light manufacture use .
not a good place to live next to an airport - noisy at all hours. A commercial area should only be for commerce.
not a good place for any type of housing
not a good location for housing
not a good idea
Not 100% convinced it is ideal for housing but perhaps some light industry could be moved out of the town
None!!!! Not good idea !!!!Too much noise and air pollution
none
Noisy area
Noise. The vocal few in Qualicum Woods are already complaining. Why add to the mess adding more?
Noise!
Noise would be a major factor and in time would lead residents to endeavour to have the airport closed....nimby!
Noise must be an issue - what innovative strategies have you explored for liveable housing options?
Noise level early morning undesirable for most.

Noise is the number one complaint, more houses more noise.
Removal of trees will reduce buffering of noise to some extent
Noise from aircraft would be a concern
noise for residents
Noise could be an issue requiring extra sound suppression and increase costs.
At present the small aircraft service industry is very challenging. There will likely be demand for larger more cost effective
aircraft or otherwise the airport may be limited in the aviation industry.
Noise could be an issue for new residents
No...but use the opportunity to expand the tax base for Qualicum Beach would be most important to us
No.
No.
No rental or subsidized housing.
No rental housing single or multiple family residential units.
No one wants to live under an airport and putting accessible housing there seems like an insult to those already struggling
to afford a home.
No one wants to live next to an airport and the people who require low cost housing are no exception. It would be
insulting to put affordable housing there and most would need to be close to amenities in town as transportation could be
an issue. Move the light industrial on Fern Rd. to the airport and build affordable housing there.
No one likes the air noise. Maybe make some walking trails?
No new housing is required in this area.
No more old folks housing. To increase tax base and services for the town. We need to attract young families
No more new housing. Just maintain current vegetation.
No more housing needs to be developed in this area keep it green and wide open for airport flights.
no more housing around airport. housing equals complaints about airport noise then you will want the airport moved.
No late night flying or noise after 9pm
No infrastructure for easy access to town centre. If QB provides bus service than a possibility. Too far for citizens to walk.
Creates larger footprint. I thought QB wanted to increase population in town where citizens would have easy access to
services.
No housing. Homeowners will just complain about the noise.
no housing

No change.
No but should be noise contained.
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Next thing will be complaints about aircraft noise!
New, affordable housing is essential to allow young people to live and work in QB. However, it is not perfect for adjacent
to airports. Still think it is an option to maintain and improve services at the airport.

New housing near the airport will be problematic with increased usage, you get increased noise and in turn increased
complaints. If you look at the history of Pearson International it started out as the much smaller Malton Airport with no
residential surrounding it, now residential is everywhere and all they do is complain about the noise, even though the
airport was there long before they bought.
Need to hear more about what is planned. Would like to see that a forested barrier remains in place for current home
owners on both sides of the airport.
Must have sound proof features in place if it is for affordable housing.
Must be very sound proof.
Must be very affordable for low to normal incomes.
Must be for younger families
Multi family buildings/townhouses would be preferable to single-family detached houses.
Much more park space is needed, like about 60 to 70 percent. There has been no interest in saving space near the river,
many animals and species are being ignored. Please note oftener attacks by displaced animals.
Stop huge mansions, there is a dire need for affordable housing for many B.C. citizens who are being sold out
Moving the city yard to that area would be more effective than adding more housing. Traffic along Bennett road is at
capacity especially by the school. Any more traffic would add to the danger of the kids going to and from the school.
Most of the people that move near the airport complain about noise. I think housing is poor use of the land
More suited to light industrial
More people living close by will forget over time that the airport was there first and will complain about noise.
More noise.more traffic.so much other land available.
More housing near the airport is not practical. The noise from the aircraft makes it unsuitable. The trees that are now
there make a great buffer zone.
Moderately priced homes or strata
Mixed use. Rentals, condos and co-ops.
Might be noisy if scheduled flights resume
Make sure it is low cost.
make it affordable housing
Low Rise Affordable Housing for Seniors
low rise
Low profile, low cost housing.

Low income housing for families and single persons would be very progressive.
Low income housing
Low cost residential does not work at airports only specialized residential (air parks) model work at airports
Low cost housing for the homeless, etc, should be included in the village and not at the airport to keep people out of
minds eye. We need to support the village businesses and encourage more young people to live in QB.
Low cost single homes and family rental apartments
Living beside an airport, with no forest buffer, seems extremely unappealing.
Affordable housing should be in/beside the downtown core.
Live-work units would be most appropriate.
live/work housing related to industry located at airport
Live Work & Airport Worker Housing
Limited amount of housing (max 20 units) and on the north side only. Should not be market housing - should be a model
of cooperative housing or similar to the Whistler model where you cannot sell/flip to make a profit. Airport Users
Committee overwhelmingly opposed to housing yet recommendations in report are the opposite? How were the
conclusions actually determined? What about the other private property owner on the north side? Have they been
engaged?
limit housing to the south boundary of the land south of the runway......
Like the old residents the new ones would only after moving in complain about the excessive noise
LIGHT INDUSTRY/COMMERCIAL IS MORE SUITED AND DESPARATELY NEEDED.
Light industry, no cannabis, no houses
Lets not become like Parksville & keep building with no infrastructure for it
Let's make it affordable!
Land should be zoned industrial, not residential
Land adjacent to the airport should not be used for affordable housing.
This needs to be within walking distance to services.
Keep land adjacent to the airport for expansion at a later date.
Keep it as an airport and light industrial
Keep housing focused on the down town area if possible now

Just that residents are aware of noise issues..early morning take-offs, and helicopter training sessions that are very noisy.
I live in Chartwell and hear the pre-7am commercial take-off, but real noise is the occasional loud helicopter
sessions..very disruptive.
Just that people know there planes at an airport that come and go....and the helicopters also....too much complaining
about airport noise...there airport has been there for a long time.
Just that it would be affordable for young people / families and elderly people on fixed incomes.
Just no homes around or near the airport.
just ensure that it is well understood that "you are near an airport and there will be aviation noise associated with living
here"
It's too much of a nuisance. The values would be low and qualicum is not known for having a "low value" area.
Its not a large airport. I think it would be a good location for affordable or supportive housing.
It'll just create future problems.
It would need to be affordable, constructed with noise reducing materials. Environmental consideration should be given as
well eg trees planted to also reduce noise & increase air quality.
It would depend on what type of housing preferably for low income families and not "luxury" condos for lining the pockets
of developers
It would depend on the type of housing. We need single and dual occupancy type homes. Either townhouses or
apartment style with business services offered. That could include more shops - etc cafes, small grocery store.
It would be so cool to have fly-in fly-out accommodations. Could draw some retiring aviators to the area.
It would be good as long as down the road we didn't have complaints about Airport noise.
It usually leads to more opposition to an expanding airport.
It takes a certain type of person to live close to an airport. Honestly I think people would enjoy the idea of housing and
affordable housing until they move in and then they would most likely start to complain it is too loud being so close to the
airport and then start asking as to why it got approved in the first place or start keeping the town busy with the complaints.
It should focus on clever design of lower cost housing. Eg shared green space and trails
it should be mixed housing not all single detached dwellings.
It should be focused on economic/ commercial development. The town needs more employment opportunities. And tourist
opportunities
It seems like this would be an opportunity for a public/private partnership; town supplies land, private interest build
affordable rental housing. People would have to agree that they understand living near an airport involves living with
airport sounds and not try to shut down operations at a later date.

It needs to be affordable to attract young families
It makes no sense to put housing close to the airport. In 10 years when the residents complain about the noise they are
going to be told "you shouldn't have moved next to an airport" just like we have been.
It isn’t clear to me to what extent there will be demand for housing on airport lands but the matter could be explored.
Rental units and live/work for small business operators might be an option for some and perhaps affordable housing
either rental or ownership.
It is not an appropriate location for housing
It is crazy to build houses where ultimately residents will complain of noise...but there will never be the circumstances and
foresight to build one again. Losing it now is a forever decision. This is a very special attribute of QB..do not kill it by
mismanagement of QB airport or by slow strangulation by allowing ill- considered adjacent use
It is contrary to the agreement the Town of Qualicum Beach made with the provincial government when it was given this
land for $1 with the stipulation it be used for airport use only. If this is developed to generate revenue it is illegal and may
end up in the courts.
It is close to the elementary school great for kids also there are many seniors needing affordable housing. The lands on
Ravensborne would be ideal for affordable housing.
Intentionally putting new housing so close to the airport will limit any and all future growth possibilities. It's also highly
undesirable as a home buyer. If you are talking about affordable housing, surely you can find a better place to build it
than under a flight path, however sparse the flights might be today. This seems like the worst way to use the land from
the list on the first page.
infrastructure costs upfront
increases risk for planes and pilots and leads to constant complaints from people living in the houses.
Increased availability of higher density rental accommodation is a good initiative. Any initiatives that encourage/enable
street people/drug users to move to the area and duplicate the problems Parksville now has is a bad idea. Build it and
they will come!
Inappropriate location for housing.
In every major city that has allowed housing near airports there are resulting complaints about noise and air pollution.
Important to maintain the rural quality of that area and to provide affordable housing for families.
If you put housing near the airport sooner or later they will want the airport curtailed because they don’t like the noise
If you modify the houses to mitigate the airport noise, how affordable will they be? I live in Eaglecrest and the noise is
extremely intrusive, particularly the helicopters. With an elementary school nearby, good spot for younger families. Impact
of increased traffic on an already busy road with a school?
If you build housing there, people will eventually complain about noise and demand the closure of the airport

If you build houses near the airport, eventually you will receive enough complaints to close the airport.
If we wanted rental housing for seasonal workers, that might make sense, but no point in putting permanent housing
there.
If we are talking about affordable housing then this should be closer to town so that those without a vehicle can easily
access town services and transit.
If this is to be less expensive housing, be sure it is not ‘cheap’ housing, but of a quality of construction for lasting options,
including windows and soundproofing to ensure families are providing a quiet and safe space to live. Additionally, having
increased businesses and other interactions with the space (mixed use development) will increase natural surveillance
and allow for increased Security as a result. If the housing is built and isolated, you run the risk of creating a ghetto, and
increasing crime and careless interactions with the spaces.
If there are plans to increase flights, private airport use then increased noise level will be a detraction to housing. possibly
work/live concept of Courtenay? or rental housing which city owns so no homeowners with rights to complain after the
fact.
If the result of this consultation is to develop the area for residential use, It must be affordable housing - that means below
$400k my opinion
If the houses are of the same scale that Chartwell is.
If the airport is to continue in operation, placing housing close by is not an ideal setting.
Airport services & related, are the most important & most valuable asset to the Oceanside region.
If noise is a concern now in Chartwell significant changes need to be made to ensure more people do not suffer from
noise from additional housing
If housing is built, it should definitely be affordable to first-time home buyers and young families with local interests.
I'd like to see affordable housing using manufactured 'tiny house 600sq.ft.' to 1500sq.ft., family and seniors housing, on
leased land, leased from the Town, to keep prices in the $75,000. to $175,000. range (plus monthly lease payment +
HOA.) We need our town to be liveable by people working in local service type jobs, those earning $15. to $25. an hour,
plus independent seniors on small incomes. Provide a social playground space for kids to play and seniors to watch!
Properly managed it would be of HUGE benefit to our community!
I’m for housing around the airport if it is actually affordable priced to help with our housing issue
I would that noise would be an issue and haven't we cut down enough trees and ruined habitat for birds and wildlife.
I would support limited housing development as long as it didn’t interfere with the operation of the airport.
I would like to see small, basic, no-frills, affordable homes built with small, personal gardens with them. We are not all
ready for apartment or condo living.
I would like to see affordable, no age restriction, family housing in QB

I would like to see a mix of housing ie: low cost combined with standard rental housing.
I would like to see a definition of what affordable housing is being considered; and what impact it will have on Qualicum
Beach taxpayers.
I would like retain trees as much as possible, no clear cutting! Smaller sfd or smaller multi family units such as duplexes
and 4 plexs.
I would like for it to remain forested and a bio diverse community of a multitude of Wildlife.
I worry about noise for residents of any housing close to the airport.
I think we need light industrial more than housing in this particular area. We need housing too but this is one of the only
areas where light industrial would work so why waste it on housing? Also you could do live/work spaces like Vancouver
has. Light industrial/commercial on the bottom and live on top.
I think there has been enough complaints by people who live near airports. I think the area should be
industrial/commercial.
I think the only way housing around the airport would work is if it isn’t low income housing. Otherwise airport land be used
to explore expanding the services of the airport and/or enticing businesses to relocate to airport land from the downtown
area and have that land repurposed to low income housing and other type of housing/small businesses that would service
walking traffic.
I think the land would be more appropriately used for light industry.
I think that the area around the airport could be assigned for industrial/commercial industries, thereby freeing up land in
town for housing.
I think that it would be quite noisy for any one living there
I think rental makes sense
I think light industrial would be a far better use of that land. Re-zone the lands on the east side of Memorial for mediumhigh density housing (with far less emphasis on senior care)
I think land near the airport is poorly suited for residential use
I think it makes more sense to move the public works yard to the airport and have more affordable housing close to the
Town core
I think it is abominable that we would build houses by the airport with the high particulates that come from airplane use,
especially the old engines used in the planes that use this airport. Facts like the particulates from the engines, the
frequency of accidents occurring on takeoff and landing as opposed to other parts of the flight must be considered, not
just political grandstanding and a tax grab for the town. Make responsible decisions financially so you are not caught in a
corner of needing to make money anyway you can.
I think it is a ploy for this council to give gifts to their friends and backers in the construction and development industries.

I think housing near the airport is a good idea, the low income housing in first avenue beside the ball park is very nice and
would like to see something like that built for families. Not sure how building a giant berwick retirement home helps bring
families into qualicum but ok. Didn’t Qualicum Beach residents already complain about the airport noises super dumb but
how are you going to control those complaints when these peoples houses are right under it.....
I think a mobile home park with a strata that has rules for keeping it welcoming and tidy would be better than apartments.
I strongly oppose the type of housing development that's happening in Parksville,I would hate to see that in or around QB.
I live in Eaglecrest and can hear flights taking off and landing as well as parachute flights throughout the summer. The
noise doesn't bother me as I have become used to it and it is just pleasant background noise. But living right next to the
airport might be a tad bit noisier.
I like the suggestion of housing that allows home based business people to live above their business.
I like the air there!
I like some free undeveloped land to stay free , if some houses are being built I do support low cost houses.
I like new housing but detest the "strip-mining approach to building, as is the case in Parksville.
I find it ridiculous that people who move near the airport then complain about airport noise and traffic. Do not develop
there.
I feel the urban sprawl is getting ridiculous in our area. Concentrate on using in town areas better instead of extending
housing into other areas.
I feel it is difficult to have a definite opinion on this without an idea of options or plan.
I favour AFFORDABLE housing. I would oppose SUPPORTIVE housing in that location.
I don't think it's fair to house people in a flight path and as an airport grows it creates more air pollution
I don't think it's an appropriate space for housing, I assume it involve harvesting a lot of trees to which I am VERY
opposed.
I don't think it is a good idea, especially if becomes the Town's solution to affordable housing. Affordable housing needs to
be walkable/wheel to downtown.
I don't think it is a good idea to build next to such a loud noise source.
I don't think housing around the airport is a very good idea. We have enough complaints about the noise as it is.
I don't like to see residential development (not suitable for families re noise level)
I do support new housing around the airport but I do wonder why we don't move the Parks department out there and
densify downtown.

I do not believe housing around the airport makes any sense for reasons of safety and noise. Further, I do not believe it is
good to cluster a socioeconomic class in one location. Having said that, what about seasonal housing with some of the
cost paid by the employers?
I can’t imagine anyone who would want to live near an airport.
I believe that the area surrounding the airport should be exclusive for any business related to aviation such as Courier
services, warehousing , Hotels related to air transport , emergency services .
I believe affordable housing issue is a crisis across Canada and with a creative approach, the Town can be successful
with housing at the airport.
I am opposed to increased housing in close proximity to the airport was it will inevitably create increased opportunity for
conflict as residents will likely complain about noise and traffic, which complaints will adversely impact the functioning of
the airport. The primary purpose of the airport, aviation, should never be compromised.
I am not sure just how viable that would be given the existent noise/busy-ness factor.
I am not in favor of low cost housing. Housing that fits in with the area would be fine especially on the Airport land if it
were closed. Question 1 should have had an option of none of the above or I would like to see the Airport closed and the
land used for housing.
I am not a fan of those who move here then complain about airport use.
I am against the cutting down of trees there.
It is too far from town for low income people who may not have a car.
how do you deal with the noise factor
housing with a sense of community, possibly co-housing
Housing should not be allowed near the airport; in a long run it will become a major problem and issue. Housing should be
to the west by expanding the boundary of Qualicum Beach.
Housing preferable to light industrial
Housing near the airport would restrict aircraft activity
Housing near the airport invites political catastrophe.
Housing near the airport has traditionally lead to increased complaints about the pre-existing facility.
Housing near any airport is problematic due to noise.
Housing near an airport is a very bad idea. Most people who live close to an airport complain bitterly about the noise
generated even if the airport was there when they moved in. Another reason is that it restricts the ability of the airport to
expand. One prime example of this is YVR that spent millions of tax payer`s dollars to expropriate dozens of farms and at
least one residential subdivision complete with schools.

Housing near airports have noise to contend with. A good sized buffer such as light industry could help. Other buffers
such as parks or golf courses attract birds which are not healthy for aircraft.
Housing must not be detrimental to the surrounding residential area of Chartwell, Bennett and Rupert Roads
Housing is needed .affordable housing
Housing is always good if it’s ‘affordable’. I just don’t know how important it is that there is housing specifically in that area
vs using the land for different purposes
Housing in close proximity to airports is an intrinsically bad idea. The two land uses are mutually incompatible and when
combined yield compromised outcomes. Housing in close proximity to airports where it already exist requires careful
management of negative impacts. Planning to locate 'new' housing near an airport is socially and politically irresponsible.
In the case of QB the idea fundamentally contradicts the development and growth philosophy of our OCP - which
emphasizes compact development in reasonable proximity to the village neighbourhood.
Housing close to the airport may result in increased complaints regarding essential airport operations, which may then
lead to a drive to restrict those activities. It may be useful to look for another location for housing, or the flip side - look for
a more appropriate location for the airport. A longer runway would allow expanded services.
Housing by any airport is a good idea
Most smart airport’s use the land as industrial land
Housing at the airport is a terrible idea. Anyone who moves there will likely immediately start complaining about the
noise, even though it's actually below measurable levels. Also, they will feel marginalized by being segregated from "real"
housing in the town, and will need a vehicle to commute and shop, putting paid to the notion of "affordable" housing.
Housing and air traffic doesn't generally work historically. I think we've already seen this to an extent with Chartwell. I
believe we should limit the amount of housing near the airport and instead, concentrate on light industry. That should be a
better fit with the airport.
housing adjacent to the airport will engender protests about noise
Houses + airport = conflict. Business+airport = efficient
Hotel, or Apartments for rent
Having worked in the field of landscape acoustics it is regrettable to expose those residing near an airport to the aircraft
noise. Please see the medical literature on this topic.
Having lived in Richmond BC most of my life I can assure you if housing is allowed in the vicinity of the airport you will be
inundated with letters and phone calls complaining about the noise. Even though people knew they were moving into an
area near the airport they still complained...DONT DO IT!
Have pilots strictly adhere to the height they approach the airport and limit the frequency of flights between noise bylaw
times. This airport should not be expanded as it would be detrimental to the quality of life for Qualicum residents...and we

have larger airports in Comox and Nanaimo. No helicopters should be permitted except for a medical emergency due to
noise.
Have no issues with housing around the airport. The new owners need to understand they are purchasing next to a
existing active airport and with that comes things like sounds of aircraft flying around the area at all times of the day.
good location for high density housing
Go beyond code to make housing as sound buffered as possible within reasonable expense.
Getting rid of the airport for housing is the way to go, I find the noise of the aircrafts loud since I live close by and also
service is expensive
find another area
Family housing.
Family & affordable housing should be located closer to the downtown core where families can walk or bike to amenities.
Move the Fern Road light industrial (Public Works, storage facilities, BC Hydro, etc. to other locations). (The one plus I
see for housing on these lands near the airport is that they are located closer to the elementary school)
Extend the boundaries of Chartwell Subdivision
Existing housing with in place buffer area as is, is enough
Everywhere I have lived, residents living near an airport are always unhappy with the noise once they are settled in,
regardless of whether the lower house prices help accessibility to shelter.
Everyone always complains about living near an airport and noise(I.s. Chartwell, yet the airport was there before their
homes so they knew before purchase) would people want to live with the airport in their backyard?
Even though the airport will have been there before the housing I am concerned once living near the airport conflicts over
noise will become an issue. Don't want to see the airport closed.
Ensure the infrastructure is there to support a housing development including traffic lights and commercial stores. Maybe
the by laws could be changed to allow chains outside the downtown business area so we can bring in competitive grocer
y stores ec
Ensure the housing development is a safe distance from the airstrip.
Enough houses there now.
Either Multiplexes, affordable housing for younger generation. Reasonable entry level homes.
During the local elections, all of the candidates spoke of using the airport land to move QB Public Works to so that land
closer to the town would be available for a new health centre. Using the airport land for residential purposes was not
raised. So what has happened to the commitments made during the election time period. Is this just a bunch of lies to get
elected??

Due to the obvious noise level, commercial/ industrial seems a better choice.
Due to noise of aircraft an industrial use seems to make more sense.
Don't make it too big. You don't want the area to become a ghetto.
Don't lose industrial lands
Don't know how you are going to get people to enjoy the noise of an airport when Chartwell Residents are up in arms
about that now.
Don't do it. Look at the complaints that you get from Chartwell.
Don’t want to see overcrowding and no open space
Doesn't seem like an appropriate option.
doesn't make sense - should be walking distance to downtown services
Doesn’t the town of Qualicum Beach get enough complaints from nearby residents? Also what infrastructure is available
for low income people, who might not be able to afford vehicles to be able to get around. The existing bus services are
completely inadequate. Is there not property closer to the town center that would meet there needs better.
Does not belong by the airport
Do you realize that putting housing there would be so noisy to live in? There are no services close by for low cost
housing, buses, shopping etc.
It's just a matter of time for an aeronautical accident from the airplanes and helicopters, with housing so close, it would be
catastrophic.
Do you have any idea how noisy it is near the airport - especially with the early flights and helicopter
certification/maintenance! Check it out sometime.
Any new housing closer than what is already there will be dealing with even louder noise pollution.... more so if airport
activity is set to increase.
do not add more housing near the airport.
Depends on type of housing
Could housing be part of the ravensburne east site next to the park. Being adjacent to the park would provide playground
space.
Cost to develop the area (services, etc) - should be paid by developers or those raking in massive profits. No new taxes
Continue similar housing to the neighbourhood.
Condos or townhouses

Chartwell was all forest and the airfield was already in place, it seems there was no forward thinking in relation to noise
and homes, there should have been a buffer zone created only for industrial activity, there should not be any homes built
under the North West flight path of the airport.
Building requires cutting buffer trees which currently provide at least some noise cancelling for those of us who live across
the highway from the airport. Too much housing means clear-cutting, which equals noise. Not good.
Building houses next to an airport is only going to result in noise complaints. Use the land for airport related or industrial
use.
Build housing and they will eventually complain about the noise.
Better to move light industrial to airport lands and build affordable and supportive housing nearer to town where the
current town works yards are and other light industrial. Those pieces of land in town are best for housing. Housing near
airport is too far if people don’t have vehicles or aren’t very mobile and it is noisy with increased flights
Better closer to town.
best to keep housing away from airports.
Being in an area where most everyone has to drive for any service I think that would be a huge step backwards given the
traffic and excess speeders being is a huge issue with the safety of walkers and the school children.
Before developing housing near the airport, people in planning should spend a few 24 hour cycles to really assess the
noise level. It can be quite unbearable.
Be aware it is near an airport when you buy and do not complain after moving in about airport noise
Balanced with rural feel
Bad place for housing
Bad idea. Too noisy and too polluted (i.e. lead from fuel particular hazard for children) especially considering expected
increase in air traffic. It is too far from town - have to have car and drive to amenities which is less sustainable financially
and environmentally. Would rather there be walkable options in town for affordable housing.
Bad Idea. Housing residents will complain about noise from airport, even though airport was there before they were.
Bad idea re noise levels
bad idea due to noise
At every airport, subdivisions happen because of low value of the land, then residents complain about airport activity.
As you must already be aware, people who live near the airport already complain about noise levels from the infrequent
flights. As in other towns, people who move near an airport, knowing that airports have noise, some how expect the noise
to be far less, then complain and expect the airport to function around them. The same will happen if you build more
housing because it will be too close.

As soon as they are built, they will be complaining about the noise and want it changed...just like now, when they built up
around the existing facilities.
As much as I know, this area is under agricultural law. Saying that, there are no farm. And land owners with 5 acres and
more, who want to develop, should be allowed to do so. We need more affordable housing for young families.
As has been shown is other municipalities, when housing development happens around an airport, it is not Long
afterwards that these people start to complain about noise and then take steps to limit the activities at the airport.
No allowable housing development makes it easier for everyone to get along without a new dealing with the noise
complaint problem.
Area for tiny homes
Any sort of affordable housing would be welcome. But maybe consider making some of the other town-owned land,
closer to town, available for affordable housing. Housing at the airport requires transportation and those needing
affordable housing frequently cannot afford to maintain their own vehicle.
Any housing must match the size of lot and quality of construction in Chartwell
ANY affordable housing would be appreciated. I own a business in QB and had to move to Fanny Bay to afford a home. I
cannot find staff because there is no place to live, unless you stay with family or friends.
An airport tends to be a noisy area and therefore a less desirable place to live.
An airport is for planes not houses and families unless of course you are in the military and your housing is near the base.
Already Chartwell complains too much about the noise. The claimed quietness of the airport will only get louder as we
build up the airport (as it should) Affordable housing should be closer to town center. Live-work spaces are a great idea if
one is happy to continue on the idea of building living spaces next to an airport
Airports and nearby housing do not mix well. Airports create noise that near-by residents and complain about and resent.
Further- why would one isolate "affordable" housing tenants (i.e. low income residents with limited ground transport) so far
from town center and services they will be needing? Creates a dependency either on newly created local stores/services
or public transportation.
airports and housing don't mix
airports and housing don't mix
Airport too noisy for housing
Airport noise and housing are incompatible, Affordable housing should be located within a 15 minute walk to town centre
services. Any consideration of housing should be in the context of live-work spaces
Airport land is better suited for business industry than housing. Complaints from residents and safety to residents is worth
considering when building near an airport.

Airplanes are noisy and the residents would complain. The airport has been needlessly politicisized in this community for
many years and housing development would inevitably cause more issues.
Agriculture and or community gardens with areas to sit and enjoy being in and around the gardens. Sheds to be in the
shade and to purchase the produce and to visit other gardeners.
Affordable
Affordable, supportive and transitional housing are in such demand at the moment that I think density is a must.
Affordable would be good...
Affordable townhomes, apartments.
affordable low density
Affordable housing that is actually affordable for young families, or low income peoples. Current 'affordable' housing
uptown is only affordable for rich seniors!! One or two bedroom condos are neither affordable or appropriate for young
families!
Affordable housing so that young people and families can stay on the Island and work.
Many businesses do not have enough staff because they can’t afford to live on their wages. Businesses can’t afford to
pay more.
Young people are sleeping in their vehicles and showering at the pool. Many work in food services.
During the tourist season business close early because they don’t have enough staff so their profits are compromised.
Maybe a compromise could be reached where both issues could be addressed.
Affordable housing shouldn’t mean those people have to suffer from the incessant noise pollution of living in small,
cheaply made houses where they will already be living close to lots of other people.
Affordable housing should be in the downtown core
affordable housing should be close to town
Affordable housing needs to be in the village
Affordable housing is needed for the many support/service persons working in the area. Aircraft noise is not such a factor
to someone who works primary during the day and is away from their residence. There is a acute shortage of rentals that
low wage earners can afford.
Affordable housing is in great need, but unfettered general development is not.
Affordable housing for young families.
Affordable housing for young families
Affordable housing for young families
Affordable housing but not 400 houses as is mentioned in the Qualicum Beach Residents Assoc. Bulletin,

Affordable housing - residents might have difficulty accessing services. Too far from town.
Affordable housing but I don't mean expensive new subdivisions. I would be concerned about the noise level.
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
AFFORDABLE HOUSING
Affordable for the families that support our retiring population
Affordable for families and/or seniors
Affordable family housing is a must; there's already so many "estates" around the area.
At the same time a major concern of mine is that the Town of QB remain exactly that a TOWN and with all the recent
changes with regards to QBs GCB I'm starting to see a trend towards growth that will fundamentally change QB at it's
core.
This strategy needs to ensure that the growth of the town is in alignment with maintaining it's current feel. There's a
reason many people are here compared to living in nearby Parksville and that's because of the feel of the town!
Also any housing will need appropriate amount of greenspace available to it.
Affordable family housing does not fit in with all the other stated goals for this development. Airplane and helicopter noise,
and shipping/ transportation terminals and other Light Industrial noise, is NOT compatible with QB's Vision Statement's
"high quality of life for residents". No amount of "house construction noise attenuation methods" is going to help a child
who would like to play outside in his family's yard.
affordable family housing
Affordable but aesthetically acceptable diverse mix of rental and non rental homes specifically designed with young
families or working couples in mind. Architecturally pleasing to fit in with the neighbourhood and not just blocks of
apartment buildings, places where kids can safely play. Not patio homes, two story homes are better suited to the type of
young families that QB needs to attract
Affordable
Affordable
Affordable housing is promising but what is the definition of "affordable? We support it if the cost is within reach of low
income individuals or families. In other words, less than $400.000.00
Additional housing near the airport will decrease the viability of airport operations.
Add housing and then they’ll start complaining of airport noise and we’ll lose our airport.

Accessible, safe and VERY affordable to individuals, young and old, and families
"Affordable" housing implies lower cost and quality to me. I don't like the idea of creating such a neighbourhood
apparently in a noisy region. Airport traffic noise should be regulated so that building lots would be attractive for all
budgets.

8. Do you have thoughts around light industrial near the airport that you would like to add?
Yes, it should be respectful of its being in the middle of a residential area, it should, therefore, be on the quieter side, it
should be related to airport business.
yes air related . ie hangers etc.
YES - this could add to noise and crime rate
Would rather not see light industrial near the airport which would increase traffic and noise in the area.
Would provide employment opportunities for a younger demographic which would enhance diversification of our
population.
Would need to know definition of “light industrial”
Would like E. Qualicum Industrial area moved to airport, and resulting available land developed into high density(ie:
townhouses) residential walking distance to downtown.
Would like a definition of Light industrial
Would help to off set the cost of maintenance.
Would add jobs for n town
Will lower home prices in area
When I bought here I knew the airport was there 'It was inevitably going to have to expand or close in the long run'
Whatever businesses are considered, think about ALL the ramifications of the business, now and into the future,
environmentally as well as socially and economically. Using a one dimension gauge is insufficient, you need to use a 360
degree, 3 dimension gauge for deciding on the contribution a business will make now and into the future of Qualicum
Beach.
What is the need. Nearby residents have already expressed their opinions on that issue.
What is light industrial? Does it require the rezoning of the current land? If so, will that not open up Pandora's box (now or
down the road)? I understand that the landowner close to the rail tracks would like to develop his land (cement factory...).
What is considered light industrial?? You do not define it .... how am I supposed to add anything when I don’t know what
you consider light industrial??

What are plans for the Airport before deciding what to do with surrounding land? Move the airport to where it can expand
if necessary then then use existing land for present and future housing.
Some light industrial ,green spaces, recreation, retail and services would be ok, given the airport stays small and where it
is now.
We wouldn't want anything very noisy or very smelly.
We need more light industry and industrial suppliers in QB. It is a major inconvenience to have to run into Nanaimo or
other cities to find and get what one needs.
We need light industrial land in town. It would be a good use of the land
We have thriving arts and crafts in this town. Maybe artist/artisans in a community. Bowen Island has something like that.
We have enough noise in the area now and certainly do not need more.
We do not want to see an increase in traffic from small vehicles to large industrial vehicles through the Chartwell
neighbourhood. Nor do we want to hear the increase in noise caused by “light industrial” enterprises such as loading and
unloading of vehicles, back up warning alarms, etc.
We do not object to light industrial
We do not need any noisy heavy equipment, automotive shops etc. We need to keep pollution under control.
We believe it would be best suited to be placed in the south airport, forested lands - while trying to retain as many of the
trees as would be possible.
Warehousing and maintenance services could be compatible with adjacent residential lands
Warehouse, light manufacturing use only
Very opposed
Very light. The residences there I'm sure would not appreciate going from a more natural looking area to industrial
around them. I know I wouldn't if I were them.
Transportation type businesses, distribution of goods, some mechanical and may be a hotel would be businesses to
consider.
Training for arts or trades
Community gardens
Medical centre
Town needs jobs!
Too much traffic up and down Miraloma drive, its bad at times as it is

Too much noise and pollution.
those that provide lots of employment!
This should be a limited endeavour, No greenhouses that are lit 24 seven. As you have not provided
This seems close to residential area for light industrial. As a resident I prefer accessing these services outside of the
town.
This opportunity should be viewed as being comparable to the various services provided in the Parksville east end
Industrial Park. The QB airport is better positioned to the Town than the Parksville Industrial Park and with careful
planning could achieve many of the same opportunities and benefits.
This might be a better plan than residential housing.
This is probably a slightly better option for the land because of the noise and fumes from airplane fuel.
This is more appropriate and provides opportunities for airport revenues
This is logical and diversifies the town away from being so heavily residential.
This is an area of design to be very cautious with; light industrial uses do not mix well with residential housing needs!
They could be situated close to airport uses and activities, provided there is much consideration given to noise abatement
in the form of natural vegetative buffers. Failure to do so will only unleash more noise complaints from irate citizens living
in the nearby area.
This is a residential rural area. Industrialization is not wanted. Quiet and green area of Qualicum. A treasure so close to
town. Part of the town charm.
This is a normal type of land-use around many airports and a task that is given to an economic development officer to
bring to fruition. This helps preserve the airport by reducing the complaints from nearby residential areas that might lead
to its closure because of noise.
This is a good idea
Think this is a good idea aswell. But is it really gonna in employment ?
They should not emit pollution nor create too much noise!
They must follow the noise bylaws and not stink!
THESE TWO COMPLIMENT EACH OTHER - A GREAT IDEA

There needs to be a solar farm at the airport and all new buildings be orientated so solar panels can be placed on roofs.
Town can then move to more electrical vehicles and charge them up at night at the airport - plus electrical storage can be
used for runway lighting and emergency power. Also it will not be long before we see electric powered planes coming to
Qualicum - we need a SOLAR FARM.
Hi Tech industry, artisans, storage ie any quiet, non polluting industry would be welcome
There is lots of land around here for light industrial, what makes this area special?
there is enough noise generated at the airport as it is
There is a geospatial company currently trying to build an office there and I wish the town would fast track their efforts.
They have great potential for hiring many young professionals at good salaries in a clean industry that would fit perfectly
into the local economy. They work internationally so the location is good for conducting business and have ambitious
plans so why aren’t they being expedited in their efforts to establish office space at the airport? ???
This just gives Qualicum a bad reputation for encouraging great industry and people will go elsewhere with their
innovative ideas.
The leases should definitely be lengthened to 25 years or more to help encourage growth at the airport as was suggested
by the planner who gave the presentation at the open meetings. She seems to have good ideas and experience with
these matters.
There are not enough people to work entry level positions now!
The types of light industrial use and the impacts they have on the quality of life and the environment would determine their
suitability for that site. They should be clean, energy efficient, quiet and sustainable.
the two seem to go together
The Town should try and attract more high tech companies.
The town does need more light industrial
The side of the airport farthest from chartwell would be best. It would be great to attract additive manufacturing. Very little
noise and no pollution. This would work closer to chartwell.
The light industrial currently located around Fern Road past Memorial should be moved there.
The job opportunities are great but the people will not live in QB or pay the majority of their taxes in QB.
The effects on the area and the forest
That would be good but would require added utilities and highway access
That it be something that is used and not left without being able to lease the facilities. Also, that it would be attractive and
not harmful to the environment.
Taxes and employment would benefit the community

Support this on a limited basis dependant on what type of businesses would be targeted. This is particularly important if
there is to be a mix of residential and light industrial close to each other. Would not want this to end up as affordable but
last resort undesirable residential location for young couples or families
Support the current businesses at the airport. Gas station and shops are not necessary for local residents (of whom I am
one).
Storage units
Storage facility. RV parking.
Storage
Stipulate that the first job opportunities go to local people with training programs available if needed
Sounds like a good plan
Sound and noise unless one works at the airport is not good for living
Something along the lines of "Tin Town" in Courtenay may be in order; business downstairs, living upstairs.
Small airports have shown to be a good location for light industry. Hopefully there is a demand.
Since there is a barrier of two lines of trees and rail line plus possibly add a Trump wall for noise abatement then
Chartwell resident issues should be well addressed.
Similar to Fern south of Memorial ok
Shumt the commercial use of the airport down and plan high, medium and low cost housing. The few air services that are
offered are dubious and seem to get by only by skirting air regulations. What a kettle of fish our KD Air et all air
companies have proven to be!
Should be green industry.
Should be associated with airport operations, such as aircraft maintenance or operations.
Seems most appropriate use
Seems like a perfect fit, it would add jobs in non-service-based occupations that Qualicum is short of.
seems like a natural use of land here; doesn't necessarily need to be aviation related. Could easily include some
office/studio type of facility. Might be better having some of the couriers transfer loads here than out on the highway!
See my previous comment on declining use of small service aircraft. This puts other uses higher up the priority list.
See my previous comment
See my notes under #6
See my earlier comments
See above .

Same as above
risk of noise and air quality issues
Restaurants. We need more and BETTER restaurants. Everyone is coming here for vacation and there is nowhere good
to eat. People who fly have money for good food.
reserve the land adjacent to both sides of the runway for aviation services...the remaining land south of the runway should
be used for light industry...move the downtown east industries [EG...qualicum works yard] to that area...Note...the
downtown east area should be reserved for mixed residential use only except for service business's located on Fern rd...
research technology or light manufacturing
Rental storage business and light workshop garages suitable for trades/service business to use as the base.
Re-locate light industrial from East Village to Airport
relocate industrial from downtown ( east village )
Refurbishment of existing empty stock first, then limited expansion to help support airfield growth.
Quiet, low impact light industrial would be our interpretation. We would need a better definition and examples to support
this type use.
Quiet type of businesses as there is housing nearby.
Qualicum desperately needs more industry opportunities. So long as development does not impact the airport itself that
would be a much needed contribution to the community.
Qualicum Beach needs a broader tax base. Light industry would provide such. There would need to be parameters set for
the type of businesses especially with respect to pollution - air and noise pollution in particular. Would a neighbourhood
pub and a convenience store be considered light 'industry'?!! Perhaps a brewpub.
Proposal provided at the public forum was vague and evasive.
potential household service suppliers,, janitorial and household services, repairs.
Possibly more town work yards to the area
possible noise for nearby residents depending on the industry
Positioning should not impede the primary purpose, an airport.
Perfect location! Relocate businesses along Fern Road to new industrial area and use THAT area along Fern road for
mixed retail/residential units. closer to town for residents, thereby reducing amount of cars/transport needed to access
downtown core.

Past Federal and provincial grant funds conditions preclude the land use modification of the airport. Provincial tax
assessment implications are varied.
Opens the door to noise, traffic, dust and dirt that will totally impact the Chartwell residents not to mention reduce the
value of our homes.
Open to ideas
Only industries with a small carbon footprint.
only aviation related industrial
On the far side it might be okay. Not on the side near the established residential area of Chartwell
Okay in the land already designated being used for this purpose. Opposed on the south side as this is wetland/part of the
French Creek watershed and should not be fully developed. On the southside, maybe a strip along the runway to be used
for airport purposes. Is there really a huge demand? Must also consider impact on the neighbours.
nothing to add
Nothing that would be difficult for the housing close to the airport.
Nothing comes to mind
Noted above
Not supportive.
Not really aware of what’s out there that could be there
Not necessary as it is to close and surrounded by residential use. Coming from and living in urban centres, industrial, light
or heavy, need to be built on outskirts, not within a community. Think of the future.
Not necessary
Not enough to housing to attract workers
Not at the expense of removing the trees and replacing it with cement surfaces is damaging to the ecosystem in so many
ways. With climate change, cutting trees and destroying key ecosystems is very short sighted.
Not an issue I would close the airport.
Nonpolluting; service to the airport ... only if it serves for us to return to being a transition community ie. moving in very
concrete ways towards authentic sustainable development and life-styles. No trees are to be cut for this. We need the
trees for water and breathing amongst other things.
None or airport related
Non polluting, low impact industry would be a great addition.
Non polluting

non intrusive as per noise and emissions
Noisey industries, including helicopter repair and testing for hours on end over residential neighbourhoods must be
prohibited
Noise, pollution and smells would need to be regulated to avoid affecting existing and planned residences.
Noise and pollution
No.
No.
no, leave the airport the way it is, no more trees need to be cut
No, but is acceptable to me to have like business in the area.
no, as long as noise level is less than existing.
no!
No thoughts
no pollution
no noice
No industrial near the airport but commercial would be ok - like BC Hydro, town of Qualicum city work operation now on
Fern Rd. etc
No doubt required for financial survival
No commercial or industrial. Traffic has really increased over the last 18 months. Our lovely small community is starting
to resemble Kelowna. Noise, over population, and crimes are consistently increasing. We moved to Qualicum to get
back to a calm manageable life.
No comment
No car lots or dealerships or RV lots
no
No
No
No
No
no
no

No
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
No
no
No
No
no
No
no
no
No
no
No
no
No
No
No
No
No
Neighbor hood pub/ music
Need more year-round residents and age diversity. Employment that could provide that is good.
Nearby neighbours in the RDN should have a voice in this matter as we are more affected than most QB residents by
these proposed changes. We do not want to live in an industrial area.

na
My concerns are more about the inevitable destruction of the forested area that would happen as lots are cleared.
Must provide benefits to the Town of Qualicum Beach
Must be non-intrusive to the adjacent residential uses.
Must be low in intensity
Must be environmentally supportive.
Must be a tree buffer to protect residences near by
Much needed as the town has a very tiny industrial area and I live local and would like to have my Automotive business
local.
Move town's work yards out to airport lands
Move town maintenance facilities there
Move the city yard to that area and add housing in the old yard. Less traffic all for both areas.
More jobs are needed in Qualicum Beach, this is a good idea
more aviation services if necessary
more aircraft type ideas
Might be better than housing.
medical services companies like those who make braces and similar for seniors or those with mobility issues.
Pharmaceutical research facilities, satellite offices for Telus Health line of business or similar, satellite office for other hitech industries from Vancouver whereby staff could live here cheaper than Vancouver and charter small aircraft could fly
folks back and forth - similar to the Nerd Bird that now flies from Vancouver South Terminal along the Fraser River to
areas in Seattle near where hi-tech companies campus' are located.
Medical Cannabis production?
Maybe renting of hangers.
Many thoughts...do not develop light industrial in this area!
Makes the most sense
makes more sense then housing, and could compliment operations and use of airport
make good sence
Maintenance based whether it be city or other light business.
low noise, safety

Low noise and fumes impact. Storage facilities, convenience store, perhaps
Low key, quiet,.
Local, small business opportunities would be good.
Local employment is very important to the growth and financial viability of the town.
Link new businesses to air transport
Limited light industrial
Like added jobs
Light/quieter manufacturing or technology.
light manufacturing
Light industry, that produces no noise, no smell or light pollution
Light industry, possible more employment for local youth.
light industry should be not located near affordable residential areas.
light industry should be combined with residential housing to create a community atmosphere
Light industry related to aviation, travel, tourism.
Light industry is okay as long as the carbon capturing and oxygen emitting forest habitat remains.
light industrial, support services, emergency service light manufacturing and wholesale, storage
Light industrial would suit the area as noise is already a factor in the use of aircraft
Light industrial would be better in town
Light industrial with rental opportunity above businesses
Light industrial use should be airport/aviation related
Light industrial should be encouraged especially when the anticipated uses would not create problematic noise generation
or noise levels that would impact on existing nearbye residences. Synergies could be explored that would/could involve
the growing film and performing arts sector, VIU, first nations, and the tech sector.
Light industrial operating no later than 10pm
Light industrial on the north side in the already serviced/developed area is ok, but it depends on the type of development.
Helicopters are creating a serious problem because they are not just landing/taking off, they circle the airport for long
periods ---- continuous noise.
Light industrial needs to be explained in more detail, if it’s gonna be another noise polluter then no thank you!
Light industrial is often more invasive locally than it initially appears to be.

Light industrial is fine as long as it does not cause increased noise complaints for the residents of Chartwell.
Light industrial is a good compatible use next to airports not many conflicts and could increase usage of airport
Light industrial covers a multitude of uses, some of which are not acceptable to residents in the area, therefore strict
restrictions must be in place with regard to noise, smells, excessive traffic in and out of the site.
Light industrial can be a good option. It brings in revenue while keeping residential housing away!
Light industrial and the airport are compatible land uses. Housing is not.
Keep a watch around the type of light industrial that would be people friendly.
Just leave it as an airport
its needed.
It's certainly a better option that putting housing there, but I would question anything that could potentially limit the ability
in the future to use this airport for its purpose - as an airport.
It’s a beautiful natural area nearby the airport within the French Creek watershed. Do not sully or congest it.
It would have to be in tune with the aesthetics of the area and not noisy
It would depend on the type of “light industrial” buisinesses that are looking to set-up there, but I think most would be fine
It would create much needed services and work opportunities.
it would bring increased industrial traffic onto rupert rd portion that is currently all residential. If access remained at the
bend adjacent to current airport fence I may be more receptive.
It would be nice if the Fern road services/business that are light industrial-storage, hydro, town lot & potential new or
similar ones could exist near the airport instead of in the heart of town
IT WOULD BE IMPORTANT TO ENSURE BUSINESSES DID NOT PRODUCE TOO MUCH NOISE ODORS OR
TRAFFIC PROBLEMS
It would be a great addition to the town! Perfect area for it to as there is already some foot traffic from the airport. Would
be great to see some added available jobs in the area!
It will provide work for people here so they don’t have to commute and will bring more younger families into the area
It should be light and as noise abated as possible to locate there.
It seems to be a better flow for what is already here.
It seems like a natural location.
It must be non polluting and should be required to do some landscaping so that the area is attractive.
It is the perfect spot for light industrial, can handle the traffic and any industrial "noise" wouldn't bother anyone there.
It is fine, but not on the forested land south of the airport

It is a much better option than housing but I am not certain demand exists for such facilities. Also see comments to item
10
IT innovation and development.
It depends on what you mean by light industrial
it also entails light commercial use.
It all depends on what light industrial means. For example, helicopter maintenance would be an inappropriate use for the
residents in the area. Be specific for what "light industrial" means.
Interesting enough to explore. Attract the business first before any development. Is there economic development plan for
QB and a dept. responsible?
industries that are non-polluting, reasonably quiet - especially at night
Indifferent. What type of industry needs to be known first. Last thing we need is a trucking outfit operating in the area.
Increased noise is a concern
Increase opportunity of younger families to move into QB and providing more employment opportunities.
Incompatible land uses around airports jeopardize the safety and efficiency of flying activities and the quality of life of our
community residents. Any land uses around the airport should be compatible with existing and future airport operations,
ie air cargo carrier/courier office. Any development approach should maintain a mix of airport-related land uses and be
considering airspace, environmental concerns and be responsive to the concerns of the community. You should also be
considering forecasts of anticipated growth in our community and aviation demand forecasts for the future. The Mayor
and Council is responsible to ensure that land uses around the airport are compatible with existing and future airport
operations. The Mayor and Council are also responsible for promoting the general welfare of its citizens.
incentives to the current light industrial in town to move out that way would be an idea to create more space in town for
much needed patio homes and condos. So many folks want to stay in Qualicum Beach however there is nowhere for
them to go when it's time to down size
In many places civic airports are surrounded by light industrial....providing parts, repairs...all kinds of goods and services
In favour
If you have light industry you need workers, need more affordable housing
If you go the way of gardens. there could be works shops and garden suppliers,showcasing tools and equipement as well
as sales. Perhaps a beer garden or garden parties and selling of plants. This could grow into a very interesting project as
we are the gardens in bloom promotors as well as the jewel in the crown of Vancouver Island.
If you build it - they will come

If there is light industrial it should relate only to airport activities
If there is a light industrial area already, then there I should no need for another.
If the city wanted to relocate some of the industrial businesses along Fern there I think that would be ok. Or relocating
Kendore there.
if light industrial does not mean noise, congestion - ok
If it would create jobs that is one plus but where would the workers live?
Also would the noise be a barrier?
Is the airport planning to expand?
If it is developed only in accordance with the Agreement with the Provencal Government when the land was given to the
Town of Qualicum.
I would think any industry that would fit with the zoning & provide a tax & job base would be good for the site.
I would stress LIGHT industrial activity.
I would like to see small grocery ,doctors office and other neccesities accessible by golf carts
I would like to see a more expansive definition of light industrial. I am firmly opposed to any business that would generate
air, ground or noise pollution or that would be an aesthetic eyesore.
I would like to have "light industrial" clearly defined.
I would like Technology businesses that are quiet and not polluting but provide jobs an income to keep airport going
I would expect it to be aviation related, but any would be okay because the workers wouldn't be sleeping there.
I would be supportive of this option if there were some clear restrictions on size, noise & environmental impact.
I would be concerned about increased noise and traffic on Bennett Road. The helicopter noise is awfull
I would be concerned about additional noise. Since the helicopter arrived the noise has increased dramatically.
I totally support this idea, however job opportunities must come with affordable housing opportunities. How do you
accomplish both? That is the question.
I think we use the natural areas to generate revenue while protecting our watershed at the same time. I think light
industrial should support the aviation services from this airport only.
I think this would work great. Let's look for businesses that work well with the airport. I already see helicopter service
companies and other similar service industries that would work well with the airport.
I think this would be more suitable.
I think this makes sense as long as there is water and sewer

I think there's better uses for the land in the area... not to mention there's already a labor shortage so the feasibility for
adding more jobs into the area needs to be taken into account.
I think that would make more sense unless the light industrial would increase the transport truck traffic on Bennett along
the residential and school areas.
I think that would be a waste of land when there are people living in rvs and cars
I think that city utilities should be moved to that area. that would free up some land in the town for residential development
I think more people would benefit from nature than a few ones getting a job .
I think light industry rather than residential is a better use of this land.
I think light industrial should go where people wouldn’t want to live such as close to the main highway.
I think it would offer opportunities for young families to work here
I like the live work idea.
I feel that before a decision is made on how to best use the land, it may be best to look at what the long term vision is for
the Town and then set goals based on that. If long term goals include attracting young families to the area then using the
land for affordable housing and/or investing in employment opportunities may be the best option.
I do not want it to finish up like another ugly mess like the Alberni Hwy in Parkesville
I can see an auto body shop, welding shop things of that nature.
I believe that any industrial use should be south of the airport, not on the land between the E & N railway and the airport.
I believe light industrial would be a good match at the airport within certain types of businesses. I would avoid any
businesses that are operating 24 hours oand/or late evening.
I am supportive around the idea as it would over a central location for it.
I am not too keen on the idea but a nice restaurant, park space and a few interesting stores (art), specialized womens'
wear, etc. would of course be nice.
I am all for it!
Housing around or near the airport is a bad idea
Housing and apartments is definitely more important at this point
High Tech, light fabrication, professional performance studios, fitness and sports clubs, medical offices, fast food
restaurant, family oriented activities, etc
High tech high labour
High paying jobs are a potential

Helps with the non-residential tax contribution. Town needs to focus on unique economic opportunities airport lands offer.
As opposed to massive remediation, sound attenuation requirements of the special needs residential home buyer.
Has there been a demand that you are trying to meet or is this just a bright idea that came up in planning sessions?
Hangers for aircraft storage, construction, and/or restoration. Ideally two story along perimeter, to direct noise upward.
Greenhouses!! Farm area
Green space is important
Great idea. Anything to generate some economic growth.
Great idea, get it out of the areas close to downtown and make them available for at least attempting to build affordable
housing. The town needs to use town-owned land to build apartment buildings that will truly provide affordable living
units.
Good use of the land to provide financial base for the town. Not encouraging of air or water pollution if properly
designated and monitored. If artist studios and other business on main level and loft residential were to be there, most
likely it would not be family-style use.
Good idea to shift light industrial from east downtown to airport which would free up downtown for higher density condos
etc. Good for downtown businesses. Also attract new business to airport area
Good idea - could create offices there for small businesses wanting to be close to airport - consultancies and so on.
Good idea
Give incentives to company's willing to relocate here. eg tax breaks.
Gelato salon
fair use of land
Facilities to benefit airside functions
Expanded recycling, perhaps?
Excellent idea.
excellent
Esthetics sould be preserved. Industrial activity might find the noise to be annoying.
Environmentally friendly. No toxins released. No pollution, air or biological
Environmentally appropriate/sensitive
Ensure that it is aesthetically acceptable.
Employments with living wage and
don't want ugly buildings or too much noise

Dont need it. Dont want it.
doesnt Qualocum already have unused light industrial land?
Do not need the noise or extra traffic
Do not allow any industry in the airport land
do not add further pollution at the site - e.g. increased emissions/carbon pollution
Developing economic opportunities that require air transport would be beneficial i.e. parcel sort and distribution
Depends what would be taken into consideration for light industrial.
Depends what the light industry is
Depends what it is
Depends on the type. This is near ALR land so the impact would have to be studied first.
Dependa what light industrial means. Storages rentals OK, Manufacturing processing No. Open to changes to process
that would result in noise and
Definitely need more employment opportunities in the area
Creating more employment would be okay if we had housing ....which we don't.
could have an educational component? with VIU?
Could be aviation or warehouse / storage related, but important not to add more noise pollution. Don’t add more air
traffic. Boat storage/ servicing?
Controlled light industrial may work, no large mini storage ect.
Contain the noise and congestion.
Concern would be traffic volume noise etc
Concern over hazardous waste or industrial odors that might be generated in certain industries.
community gardens, furniture maker, shoe maker
clear definition of Light Industrial, noise and other nuisance issues.
Clean, quiet and if possible, high end. In keeping with the rest of the village
Clean light industrial should be encouraged by the Town
Clean industry only and a focus on employing “youth”
clean industry meeting all environmental standards applicableN
Care must be taken to avoid annoying light industrial.

Can you move all of it from the east village up there and make the east village affordable housing instead ? NO
SUPPORTIVE HOUSING IN QB PLEASE.
By light industrial it must be quiet. Possibly aviation industry of some sort. ie: equipment repair /overhaul.
Businesses would not mind any noice from airport and also convenient if they need travel or delivery.
Building height should be restricted. Buildings could be offset to dampen noise. Creative plantings soften the noise and
improve esthetics.
Better use than residential
Better there than in town
Better than more planes, if quiet
Bennett Rd has a school at the end of the road. Traffic now doesn’t follow the speed limits set and are a definite danger
for young children going and coming from school. You don’t need to add to the traffic anymore. Many also travel down
Miraloma Drive zooming along this is another by product of travellers now it would only get worse with more housing.
Aviation related. BCIT/VIU training centre
Aviation related and manufacturing light industry may be appropriate.
Aviation related
Ask experts
As previous. Also, with an eye for sustainable industries that are speaking to future qualities of sustainability, renewable
resources, tourism and other supporting forward thinking opportunities
As long as they divide it so the light industrial is screened off from the residential
As long as these businesses do not create additional air pollution and contribute to employment in this area I think it's a
good use of this land
As long as there is no air/ground/water pollution
As long as the forest is not decimated.
as long as the airport stays operational
as long as light means Light!
As long as ALR/farming are not compromised. No single family dwellings in the ticky tacky subdivision sprawl spreading
like the log it, pave it development on Wembley Rd.
As before—as long as the operation of the airport isn’t compromised.
area, space available-make use of it
Appropriate land use that would also provide employment opportunities

Anything to add employment is a good thing
Anything that will create new jobs and bring in younger families.
Anything that increases non-residential tax base but doesn't add to the noise or involve additional flights to/from the
airport. Move the municipal yard there and build affordable apartments where it is currently located on Fern. No problem
with height restrictions bothering anyone. Easy school access for families with teens. Easy downtown access; shame to
see such an ideal location wasted on a municipal yard.
Anything as long as it does not add air pollution, noise or garbage
Any number of industries could cross over, e.g. fibreglass boat building and airplane repair and maintenance.
Any Non-pulloting businesses
Any light manufacturing, welding, auto repair and autobody, machine shop, equipment supply& repair, motorcycle
operations, rv equipment &repair....
Any light industrial should be relevant to airport activities in some form. Maintenance, i.t., etc.
Any light industrial additions should be limited to air transport services.
Any Avaition related business will work
Although the airport is industrial.... it is there and nothing can be done about it. Get on with building houses on this
property that surrounds the Chartwell subdivision. If I and others in the area wanted to be surrounded by industry,
denuded land and more noise and traffic we would have chose to live in Parksville or some other money grabbing town
where the bottom line of leadership appears to be build and expand at any cost. Qualicum and its outlying areas is what
is is. Leave it alone before we turn into another Parksville, Coombs or Errington.
All buidings below treeline
Airports equal business. Win win
airports and light industrial go together
Airport noise shouldn't be a problem
Airport maintenance and technical training bldg.

Airport lands should primarily PROVIDE SUPPORT SERVICES for air travel and transportation: for business,
personal/pleasure, emergency services (ie forest fire and ambulance crews), and recreational pursuits (ie skydiving,
private pilots), and the air cadets. Therefore 'light industrial' support services for QB to be as most larger airports provide
but on a "mini" scale, and should comprise - for all above travelers as well as town residents:
1) a classy hotel (eg Best Western) right at the entrance of the airport at the corner of Bennett and Ravenbourne, behind
which is hotel parking. 2) Behind the hotel have a dozen electric car charging stations,
3) a car rental business,
4) perhaps a gas station but without a "store" (to eliminate garbage - drink containers etc.),
5) provide marked short-term parking for day travellers, airport personnel and businesses, and (paid) long-term parking
for travellers,
continued next page .....
against this
Again, re-zone the area east of Memorial for medium-high density housing (condos/rentals) with retail on the ground floor.
Again, no clear cutting, light industrial would be great, like breweries or high tech facilities. Non polluting.
Again, buildup equals traffic and more noise.
again would need a lot more information
Again speed is a concern,trucks of every size are not only doing 70km, down the road but most do up to 100km, too fast
for residential housing on the road.
Again providing that great concern was taking re noise and other factors that might affect neighbours.
Again I’m neutral - I don’t believe a light industrial step forward will provide enough employment to make a difference.
Please explain the impact on employment in QB if the light industrial project moves ahead. I’m my opinion there are LOTS
of job opportunities in QB and surrounding areas - current vacancies need to be filled. There is heavy turn over in the
hospitality, customer service and care industries.
Adding light industry south of the airport runway, while drastically reducing the forest buffer between the airport and the
homes already located in that area, will increase noise levels and negatively impact on the rural nature of these homes.
Wildlife will also be negatively impacted.
Add to the tax base and provide employment opportunities for residents that are in the work force.
add to tax base
Activities that do not generate noise, smoke or dust, or at least be in facilities that can contain noise, etc.
A solar array and possibly quiet wind turbines to establish independent resiliency for energy requirements.

A noisy operation near a noisy airport makes sense to me.
A multi use art facility (not with housing) ex. woodworking, metalwork, where workshops can be held and/or residents stay
similar to Banff centre of the arts but more affordable. Move town of QB works depts. from Fern and Jones out to airport
area.
A good suggestion. Some light industrial near downtown could be moved to make room for residential.
A far more appropriate use of the airport lands not needed for airport operations.

9. Are there any additional services you would you like to see in the airport area?
Yes I would like to see the area turned into park land.
Year round aquaponics and indoor food production
Would really prefer to leave the land surrounding our lovely airport alone.....but I doubt that will ever happen......things are
changing.
Well I think that airport related businesses make the most sense.
We would like to have a daily airline carrier that is RELIABLE and not what we have experienced in this last year and a
half.
Warehouses, distribution centre
Walking trails through the beautiful forest
Walking trail around the airport and possibly down into French Creek.
Use the land for the good of everyone, not just for plane owners
unknown
U/K
transportation links (bus) into town; if light industrial use doesn't work, consider recreational use (build a proper sports
complex and be the pride of Oceanside/mid-island) (indoor track, larger indoor pool, weight room, yoga/exercise studio,
meeting rooms, snack bar,.... something that can be used by all in our community and accessible by all)
Training... Search and Rescue - Fire - Aviation services and specialty providers. Customs/Immigration Portal.
Trails and parkland
Trails and other uses for outdoor recreation
Tourist opportunities I.e. hotel/casino opportunities
Tourism, hotel possibly, light recreation facility
To the extent that you wish to jeopardize a "critical mass" in the downtown virtually any service that wishes to locate on
the east side of the town could or should be welcomed to set up around the airport except possibly the hanger quadrant.
This area is very limited do to the noise potential
There should be art at the airport, we have a large number of international artists, who are struggling to survive. So why
not add an art component. So that when visitors land at the airport, they are treated to some local talent. But make sure
that is a wide assortment, not just from a few artists.
There is no space for questions, like how this will affect Area G, ie: water, infrastructure?
There could be a park or recreational facilities, or commercial such a service station.

The parking could be improved if it remains free parking. Otherwise leave it be. No one else pays to park in town (e.g.
civic centre). It’s just enough and I don’t mind walking 5 minutes down the road.
the airport should remain and expand air travel
The airport is what it is. It is surrounded by residential properties, lets not encroach on the residents quality of life any
further. If we want industrial services or a bigger airport we only have to go to Nanaimo or Comox.
The airport is good like it is
The airport is a complete waste of space and time, could very much be used to build another side of Qualicum Beach
village
tech industry, transport, automotive service and repair, food processing.....
Taxi.
Taxi and busing services
Studio space, options to promote mountain bike tourism other eco-tourism opportunities...
Store and gas station would be handy.
storage units both large and small
Some low cost housing
Some form of outdoor health-activity course.
Some commercial businesses could work there.
Small shops
small manufacturing enterprises such as fabrication repair and ?,
Small hotel or similar accommodation for passengers
Small grocery store, medical clinic, cafe and a pub.
Small engine repair, entertainment such as laser tag, video games, etc.
Silvaculture
Shuttle bus service.
Satisfied with the current situation.
RV PARK, AIRPORT PARKING, dog runs, rental car service ,
Room for a brew pub, workout facilities, coffee shop, retail stores, small local market. Seniors care home.
retail
restaurants, coffee shops

Restaurants work well but I would advise that we stay away from businesses that operate on a liquor primary licence.
Liquor and aircraft dont mix.
rental cars
Relocate Town works yard and allow services such as search and rescue to set up a base there for storage, training and
any other relevant services.
Reliable and and competitive flights
Regular bus service, a continuous bike path from downtown to Chartwell. not a gas station!!
Public works yard, storage facilities, etc. could be oaky.
Public transit
Pub
Possibly expand the current air services. Also, expand the restaurant services.
Possible space to educate children around aviation.
Please do not obliterate the entire area just because it is available for some development. In other words: don't do a
Parksville!!
Playground, gas station
Playground
Perhaps even a small green park with a few benches or picnic tables to sit and watch the planes take off and attract a bit
of traffic for future businesses.
perhaps commercial space at entrance to airport mini-strip mall convenience store, barber, liquor store.
Perhaps an attraction. Something that would compliment the airport that would attract visitors and locals.
Perhaps a convenience store and gas station
Parking lot based vendors such as an RV dealership could be compatible with the airport. QB may not have the
population base for this to be successful.
Park use for trails with dog off leash areas
park or community forest to draw people to the extended services that you hope the airport might offer?
Park land and recreational use.
park enhancement on south side of runway. light trails with benches to observe aircraft action.
Park area
Open to ideas

Only to serve the little industrial, such as fast food options
Only services that are compatible with aviation should be permitted. For example, outdoor cafes that may have issues
with aviation traffic should be discouraged. Those service that can be compatible with aviation should be encouraged.
only as noted in 8
Nothing specific.
Nothing specific comes to mind.
Nothing specific but diversity of shopping or services is good. Would benefit people to reduce commuting time to
services/goods found further away now.
nothing comes to my miind
Nothing causing noise or unsightly additional construction in the area. This includes large equipment on sites, smells,
smoke, truck traffic, large outdoor storage areas etc.
Not that I can think of. I know the local small airline businesses have struggled with operations out of QB. I would like to
see local airlines flourish, with strong retention of employees and continue to offer services from QB.
Not that I can think of.
Not that I can think of at this time.
not that I can think of at the moment
Not that come to mind
Not that come to mind
Not sure.
Not sure
Not sure
Not specifically
Not really.
not really
Not really
Not aware of any.
Not at this time.
Not at this time
nope

None that immediately come to ind
None come to mind at this time
None come to mind at present.
none
Non corporate grocery store, farmers' market and local owned shops.
No. Absolutely not.
No. There is enough noisy planes and helicopters now.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No, not really. Not if it requires rezoning. Concern is the type of rezoning QB is trying to pass.
No, leave the forest. Make it a trail system.
No, keep it simple
No!!!!
no would like airport activity restricted due to noise and pollution
no additional noise
No - I'd like to see fewer helicopters!
No No
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No
Neighbourhood retail (coffee shop, stores) would be nice if financially viable.
natural area
Na
NA
na
N0
N/a
Municipal services could be moved there
more walking paths
More small plane services and increase frequency of flights
more restaurants, services related to wellness and expanded healthcare - services where Vancouver medical specialists
could be flown in for a day or two to see patients here in a Town-owned but privately run healthcare facility located on
airport lands.
More opportunities for cafes, boutique retail
More local connections to other Vancouver or Victoria flights
More helocpter based business
More flights
More flight options
More commuter flights to YVR and other BC cities
More carriers. Greater destinations. Larger aircraft and sustainable
More awareness that it exists, better informed public, both residents and visitors
More and better parking
More airside support is needed, and an expanded terminal building. And provide room for a larger restaurant.
More airlines.
More airlines
More affordable hangars.
Mix of light industrial and housing, if housing is considered it should be away from the airport. City shouldn't be pushing so
hard to get this developed if there is not an urgent need for either option.

Mini-warehouses/storage, quiet light industry. Two story for noise abatement.
Medical multi-disciplinary team based primary care facility could be an option with public transportation to the site.
Maybe the municipal yard should be moved here and the existing yard sold.
Maybe improving the reception and waiting area
Make it a park or affordable housing or grow a community garden/farm
Local small coffee shop perhaps with a gas bar
Limited only by the imagination. I’d welcome just about anything.
Limited and considered development based on demand rather than speculation
Less close airport
Leave it as is
Larger skydive center of operations
Larger restaurant. Gift shop. Convenience store with availability of take away food for travellers.
Larger off lease / nature trail area.
Larger airport
kids acitivities related to aviation
Keep the sky divers!
Keep the restaurant, it's one of the better ones in town!
Keep industrial
It would depend on what the airport area will be developed into to determine appropriate services needed.
indoor golf range; arts & crafts shops/studios
Increased restaurant area/lounge.
increased parking and entrance road improvement
Increased access to medical care, so maybe tax incentives for establishing a medical practice?
Increase the restaurant and the lounge and capacity for some more flights.
improved bus/transit service
I'm well aware the airport is an asset but I'm against anything that increases the number of flights and the resulting noise.
I do recognize the benefits of having the airport here; many of our friends use the scheduled flights but the noise level has
increased way too much over the last 2 years. It affects quality of life.

I'm not sure. We need another grocery store, pharmacy, restaurants, as well as recreation facilities, but I'm not sure if
that is the right location. It really depends on how the development is realized. Expanding the airport restaurant would be
great.
I'm always in support of more medical services in the area, a hospital?
If you do the gas station, how about a much needed self serve dog wash? Sani dump? RV wash?
If residential and/or light industrial is developed then expanded local QB / Parksville bus service. Walking trails, play park
and convenience store
If it was zoned light industrial with strict bylaws for the area regarding onsite cleanliness and organization so it would be
pleasing visually, then the small businesses and light industrial would come.
Ideal site for Arrowsmith Search & Rescue and town service workshops,etc.
I’m not familiar enough to give an opinion.
I would like to see the Final Approach restaurant upgraded as they have indicated that they would like; (not some other
eatery!)
I would like to see solar panels put up in the undevelopable wetland area near the railway track. I would guess that they
wouldn’t interfere with the ability of the boggy area to collect water when needed to help drain the land around the airport.
May as well put it to some use.
I would like to see an all purpose field and track or sports facility go in on this site.
I would like to see a secure long term parking area and a transit route that stops at the terminal.
I would like to see a fine particulate matter and a noise monitor with live feeds to the towns website.
I think making the airport a business hub and light industry hub is ideal but I would need much more info before deciding
on what. But think: communication and ease of access to the rest of the world.
I support the development of the Pheasant Glen golf course.
I like the small plane service and the sky diving activity and the small restaurant.
I like and use the Airport services just the way they are.
I have no suggestions for what sort of businesses or industry would be preferred.
I have no specifics at this time.
I guess this is where the idea of a neighbourhood pub and a convenience store should be mentioned!
I go to the airport at least every second week it’s keep clean but looks like it needs help inside
I do like the gas station concept, with perhaps a mini-market within or in that Bennett Road aces area.
How about locating town works there and family homes in present yard works

How about a hotel?
housing
Hotel/motel
Hiking/ biking trails around the property
hi tech, light manufacturing, distribution
Haven't thought about it enough yet.
Have you lived around an airport?
Hangers. Aviation Mechanics
Gym/recreation
Grocery/market and retail services.
Grocery store
Greenhouses or community farm/gardens/university farm teaching land
Green areas & playground.
Good walking space with a destination i.e a coffee or ice cream in the vicinity.
Geotech, Airplane building & repair, recreation.
gas station/convenience store
Gas station, car rental, restaurants
Gas station
Convenience Store
Gas station convenience store
Gas bar & convenience store
Gas / convenience / pub would all be welcome
GARDENS , trails and bikepathes .
For an reliable airlines like Orca air was to return to QB to serve the needs of the residents
food related services, either production or a coffee shop or the like, recreational services as well
Flight training
Farming and support of old growth trees
farm use
Ensure enough space is left available for future expansion’s of the airport operations

Enhanced parking
Emergency Management (SAR, EMBC, ECC) facility
Due to the location, and impact of volume of traffic, we do not see, nor would use any additional services. Everything we
need is within driveable or walking distance. I would be more supportive of increasing services found in all the empty
buildings in downtown Qualicum Beach, where it would support other businesses and investors.
don't need a gas station
Don't know
Do not expand the air times and constrict the air training school so it doesn't fly over Nanoose.
Designate a park and encourage -1)physical activity through paths and activity stations.
2)Encourage "forest bathing" appreciation of nature through signs about the wild life and benches.
Covered observation platform for flights and Skydiving
COURIERS, CONVENIENCE STORE, POST OFFICE, CAR RENTALS.
Courier service,
Parcel post,
sight seeing,
Drone services,
Search & Rescue,
etc.
corner store for Chartwell?
Convenience store, cafés, restaurants, gas station
continued ...
6) GREEN SPACE provided for a possible future train station, should the E&N resume; with train passengers to make use
of the above services,
7) couple spaces for shuttle and/or town bus service as required
8) the airport building should be renovated and enlarged or REBUILT, to include more tables for the restaurant, perhaps a
separate coffee bar, and last but not least updated counters and tech boards to announce plane arrival/departure times,
and SEATING to accommodate travelers as well as guests waiting to 'see them off'
9) a neighborhood pub would be great!
10) "light industrial" if there is room after accommodating all the above, or otherwise move to the south side of the airport
alongside the new rental building.
consistent sched flights.

Community workshop/3d printing/tools
Community service usage that might be noisier or require abnormal hours of operation.e.g lathework, welding grinding
etc.
commercial/industrial
Cinema, restaurants, walk in clinic, bowling alley, off leash dog area.
Chartwell is already a big subdivision, I feel like making the appearance of the entrance to the airport is really important.
Eg. first impressions to visitors, low income housing is not a good first impression.
certainly NOT a gas station
Car rental, transit/or shuttle bus service, cat and dog boarding service and vet clinic
car rental outlet and long term parking
Can't think of anything.
Can't think of anything in particular
Can't think of anything
Can't think of any services at this time.
Can't think of any
Can’t think of any.
Bus stop
Meeting spaces
Bus service into terminal
brewpub, manufacturing
Brew pub
Bike track, roller blade hockey rink and skate track, tennis courts.
Bigger restaurant and gift shops
bigger restaurant
Better use of parkland and providing additional recreation space for all ages
Better to create a higher density affordable or attainable opportunity in downtown area using the existing municipal
maintenance yard area. Go vertical.
Better parking, perhaps pay parking to generate additional revenue
Better parking facilities

Better parking
auto parking storage, and storage facilities to augment industrial park.
Ask experts
As I previously mentioned, why is the town not moving the Public Works dept there?
As above
Shopping ,
Medical clinics, hospital!!!
anything that could generate economic activity yet be reasonably noise reduced.
Any supportive services for the airport.
Any service that would suit motor traffic as it is too far from residential areas to be suitable for foot traffic. IF there was
any plan to build residential housing or low income housing then as part of that would have to be services such as
shopping/medical/dental etc to suit a demographic which for the most part would be relying on public transit. In this case
the transit would have to be frequent and very convenient.
Another restaurant/coffee shop would be a good addition. Commerical businesses, perhaps artists workshops, fitness
gym/yoga.
An RC Model sailboat pond across the street, next to the dog park would bring in RC sailors from around the world.
An operating, safe, scheduled airline.
An expanded and larger staff airplane maintenance facility, including helicopter operations.
An exchange station so we don't have to go all the way to Church Road.
already mentioned
Airport related businesses ; some tourist accomodation and dedicated transportation
Additional regional commuter flights
Actually I changed my mind from what I chose at the beginning of this survey and would like to see affordable housing.
As long as it is truly affordable and not unsightly.
A small kind of 7Eleven store where people from the area, like Chartwell and Eaglecrest, can walk, bike or scooter to.
a reliable safe & efficient small plane service to various locations...maybe more flights
A racetrack
A Pub Style Restaurant
A park/observation area

A park for families with bike trails around the Airport. Promoting activities because if the trails off of Rupert go near QBES
there will be alot people unhappy.
A park
A much larger dog park
A Movie theatre, Pub and park.
a more casual eatery
A mixed community (high, medium and low cost housing) with appropriate services such as, e.g., brew pubs, restaurants,
convenience store.
A Larger More Seating Resturant
A hospital
A gas station on the property next to the railway tracks which would have electric car power station included.
A gas station down by Bennett would make sense.
A gas station and convenience store (quart of milk) at the entrance on Bennett Road.
a fore mentioned type businesses.
A fixed based operator.
A Couple more restaurants would be a great idea.
A corner grocery would be nice
A convenience store/gas station. Rental car services or a car sharing program like Modo.
A cafe
*Sports multiplex, athletic fields with lights ( baseball, football, soccer etc), indoor/outdoor courts ( basketball, raquet
sports, soccer, lacrosse), running track, &/or even an aquatic Center maybe..
"additional" services is not defined

10. Are there any other uses that you think should be considered for the airport area?
Yes leave it as it is.... The displaced wildlife will thank you for not setting them up for killing when they try to find what little
forage is left for them.
Wild fire surpression.
Why not have a medical centre or all specialist offices (possibly visiting specialits for a day a week)so we are all not
driving to Nanaimo, for appointments,
Who owns the airport?. Housing and green spaces if town wants tax revenue.
What about a bank of solar panels to power it all? It makes sense and the town of QB could be leading the way in this.
Well personally, I think that this is perhaps one area which would be best left to forest. There are drainage issues related
to French Creek which are important and also this is one of the last wildlife corridors that is left in the area. I don't think we
want ALL our trees gone like in Parksville. Also in terms of climate change, we have to start thinking of trees as fulfilling
an important purpose to our area, not casually mentioning "harvesting trees" as part of normal progress and progression.
I think we need to "reset" our thinking on that.
We really need more services at the airport. One restaurant isn’t enough.
We need to preserve as much forested area as possible. Minimal development
We need forest land. Too much is being cut.
We have no particular thoughts on additional uses.
Warehousing or mini storage.
Warehousing operations
Very opposed
unknown
U/K
Trees on a farm right after airport affects navigation and safety. Having an airport is a huge advantage and attracts
remote workers like myself to the town. Having more flights and destinations will improve town’s advantages.
Trees and vegetation probably don't mind noise, so native forest, salal, others, (if kept safe from invasives) (or in
combination with) other use could be a wise use. A timber harvest situation just makes another monoculture. A Wildwoodlike forest, with truly sustainable harvesting, aside from an ethical aspect, might bring in tourist or academic interest. If
living wildlife cannot be sustained, perhaps biking trails instead or as well. Else trails may create unwanted wildlife
disruption/corridors and invite compaction, human overuse, human misuse.
Tree Orchard? Nut trees?

Tree farming would make sense in the medium term.
Transportation hub
Transportation
Training modules. Extension of the university. Maintenance Centre. Hotel and motel supply and car rental.
training areas, room for the skydive school
Too many uses in that area would be a blot on the landscape. It is great that we do have flight services from Qualicum,
and that should be its main focus, with possible light flight-related businesses nearby.
There needs to be more benches in a park like setting for those of us who enjoy the airplane activity at the airport.
The airport will eventually expand - don't make it difficult to later acquire land
The airport was originally developed for forest industry executives and workers to commute to the mainland. The airport
was designed for light aircraft commuting. Any attempt to change the airport into something that it was not originally
designed for will be problematic for the residents living in the area.
The airport building itself is in need of upgrade.
The ability to land jets on the runway would attract larger carriers and incent high net worth individuals to purchase real
estate in our area thereby feeding our local economy.
Technology industry
technical, mechanical and aviation servicing opportunities
surrounding area should be undeveloped in order to provide carbon capture by trees
Storage. Hangers for small planes.
Storage units along with RV and camper storage area alongside the rails tracks. Hopefully that wouldn’t increase the
volume of traffic substantially.
Stay green
Sports Complex
Sportfields/swimming pool
Some commercial/retail might work
Small shops and other businesses for travelers, workers and other potential users.
SMALL BUSINESS, LIGHT INDUSTRY, BUT DEFINITELY NOT RESIDENTIAL HOUSING
Since this land is adjacent to the railway line, and one possibility is that the line will become a tourist hiking/biking
corridor, then protecting the corridor for that usage and new opportunities that may be created should be considered when
designing a plan for the airport land.

Similar form to adjacent existing single family.
Should not all be developed - maintain some parkland and green zones (unlogged) to act as a buffer to the airport noise
and any potential industrial noise from any residential areas. This is very important as already some people are bothered
by the noise from the airport.
Should be developing the old railway tracks to encourage tourism with beautiful biking paths that are safe and possibly
provide accommodations/b & b along the way.
Sell all the land to developers for parks and housing.
Search and rescue base
Rubberized track and an all purpose field.
Rifle and/or archery range (pointing in appropriate direction). Treetop adventures.
Retailers
Restaurant needs more indoor & outdoor space because the food's great but it's often full!
Restaurant and Terminal expansion.
Residential requirements for Pilots should be allowed in the design of Hangers. Staging and Ready rooms for EMS
...specialized training attendees.
Residential only
rental storage
Relocation of the Public Works Yard. If the land at the current Public Works Yard were sold or offered on a long term
lease basis, it could probably generate sufficient proceeds / revenue to finance completely new Public Works buildings
and be a win-win for everyone.
Relocate the municipal works yard there and use the those lands as mixed residential
recreational, maybe a dirt track for bicycles, RV camping, short and long term.
recreational, camping etc. in the forested land, use the forest to get revenue.
Recreational use
Recreational fields, Pickle ball courts
Recreational facilities for young people.
Recreational
Qualicum needs to generate more opportunities for younger families so hopefully this can be considered with businesses
and recreational opportunities.
Protected parkland/ecological corridor. Especially given current trend of overdevelopment.

protected park lands. forest
Preserve land for future transportation needs
Preservation of existing green areas.
Possibly more flights all over the island. Or larger aircraft to fly within BC
Possible expansion of the airport providing more flights to the mainland.
Playground for children and families.
Plant trees for the future!
picnic area which allows families to see flights coming and going.
Pickleball courts
Personal drones seem to be the wave of the future encourage this area more. Alternative energy like solar panels and
wind energy would be a great fit.
perimeter walking trails
Perhaps a sporting complex including a swimming pool.
Perhaps a small aviation learning Centre/museum of sorts
Perhaps a park with a nice garden or a community vegetable garden.
parks and wooded trails
Parks and interpretive forests.
Parks
Parkland/Green space - trails for dogwalking.
Gathering place for nearby communities - cafes, shops, offices.
Parkland, live and work housing.
Parkland, greenbelt, walking trails
Parkland or houses the same as chartwell or eaglecrest.
Parkland and recreational use.
Parkland
Parkland
Park, trails,
Park, green spaces.
park land

park land
Other than allowing for future expansion of the airport, no.
Open to ideas
Open field or greenhouse garden-style agriculture uses
Only airport and services for the airport to operate a scheduled airline like Orca air was. Nothing that involves the
removal of trees. Absolutely NOT anything that gifts this town land to the people backing our current mayor and
councillors who care not a twit for sustainability or our returning to being a transition community. We could have
developed so many jobs and been a model for the island instead of more of the same old thing. Definitely nothing like a
golf course.
nothing to add
Nothing specific. Just to diversify and increase socio-economic options/prosperity.
nothing
Not unless there is improved, safe road access for the extra traffic
Not that I know, though consolidation of city infrastructure should be considered
Not that I can think of.
Not that I can think of.
Not that I can think of other than perhaps creating park land through the forested areas, if this is considered safe.
Not that I can think of
Not sure. It would depend what they are.
Not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not specifically but would have to cater to either businesses or residential that would almost form a seperate community
Not at this time.
Not at this time.
Not at this time
not at this time
Not at this moment
Not at the moment.

Nope.
nope
non-retail commercial
None that presently come to mind
none I can think of presently but suggest we look to other jurisdicitons where airport lands have been well developed
similar to the space we have available here. US models come to mind.
None come to mind ata this time
none come to mind
None at this time
None
None
No. Just save it for the future. We may want a larger airport.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No.
No, I think we are already over developing our area.
No, can’t think
No I think having an airport here is a good idea, but the Town must have an idea of how big they want it to be and how it
affects existing residential.
No
No
no
no
no
No
no
No
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No
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Need to keep walking paths and trails for people who walk dogs and exercise.

Nature reserve.
NA
na
Multi use office space?
Multi storey office buildings between the airport and Chartwell that could act as a sound barrier. A sustainable working
forest on the south side of the airport lands. The airport lands are potentially the recharge area for water wells serving
Epcor and RDN in the Yambury corridor to the north.
Movie theatre, retail, small businesses....community Center....
movie theatre, park and pub.
Move the municipal yard/offices there. A small mall with a drugstore that stays open longer than the ones in town. A
convenience store. Move the farmers market there. Allow for increased parking for possible trail use, airport, etc.
Move the light industrial from Fern Rd. and even the municipal maintenance yard and use the land on Fern Rd. for
affordable housing whereby the tenants could access the town without a vehicle
Move the airport somewhere else outside of residential zone and develop the property properly with housing and light
industrial.
More restaurants
More Parking for airport use
More parking
more coffee shops open longer hours/small shop selling mementos /curios etc.
Micro brewery, micro distillery, cafe & bakery
Medical clinic
Maybe some walking trails in the treed area.
market and new and used sales
Maintain the sky diving club
Maintain forest and green space, walking and cycling paths.
Low income housing
Limited expansion of aviation related activities and businesses
Light industry.
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL AND AIRCRAFT MAINTENANCE

Light industrial
Light Industrial
Light air traffic only.
Leave land to expand the airport runways, operation of the airport to accommodate light jets in the not too far future.
Leave it natural. The trees on the one side make a natural noise barrier. Removing them will increase the noise.
Leave it as is. Many owls, wood peckers, pheasants and quail reside in the area.
Leave as is.
Larger restaurant😊
Keep the sky divers.
Keep lands for airport use. Oceanside needs to keep its airport
Keep air port, maybe children activities
jobs and access (flights)
IT stores
It should be used to either expand airport services or support airport services, however that needs to look.
It should be an airport, it assists residents to access the mainland, visitors to come to our area, and is home to many
small aircraft.
It may make a great 9 hole golf course for seniors and handicapped.
It is a joy having an airport in our town. Airport related purposes are best.
Is there a bus service to the airport ?
Intermodal activities should the Rail ever be reactivated
Install solar photovoltaic modules to mergency power up runway lighting , etc.
info
industrial/commercial as mentioned
industrial, emergency industrial, emergency services, wholesale, manufacturing is it fits in the general focus of the area
industrial land is need in QB. Good location
At airport
Increase aviation related businesses
If the airport remains possibly look at doing a formal needs assessment in terms of expansion and services necessary to
bring people to the area.

if the airport is already functioning where it is and could be expanded to allow small private jets...why move it?
I’ve heard the skydive business would like to expand. This should be supported
I think the area now designated for housing might be considered for dog park and dog park land for housing. Also town
should consider moving things like its yard to the site. This idea was too quickly dismissed at the meeting. What about
an hotel, camping grounds? Much more brain storming needed.
I think all the options provided were great!
I like to see skydiving there and perhaps some other similar businesses. We are a tourist destination in Oceanside, so
similar businesses that would be attractive to tourists.
I like the Tin Town concept for affordable housing and studio space!
I don’t think the south lands should be logged as they have more use as a carbon sink environmentally, but a trail system
through the woods to access French Creek would be nice. If the timber was marketable, perhaps horse logging could be
used as a low impact way to selectively log a portion of the trees and leave nice trails to be used through the land. The
District of North Cowichan did that years ago when they wanted to generate income from their forests and I believe it
worked well and was a popular compromise with the residents.
I am in favor of having a high quality Living experience here for the residents. COnnection with nature, and outdoor
activity opportunities are necessary for that.
How about sporting complex with a gym and 50M pool?
Housing.
Housing is top
housing
home base for service businesses or service businesses
Higher end housing like Chartwell Subdivision. People who can spend money at the restaurant, new gas station etc.
Help the current businesses with better facilities. The current amount of traffic and noise is at a tolerable level.
Development is not always good. Keep the rest natural.
Greenspace / park buffer.
green space with picnic area , perhaps a bike path running around the airport land.
Green space
Golf driving range.
Fire surpression
Film studio or technology developers.

Farmers market area.
farm use
Expansion of the airstrip/airport in the future
Expansion of the airport in the nearby future.
Expansion for runways if that improves safety.
Expanded air services would be great but in the current economic times this may be unrealistic for carriers.
Expand airport for travel
Encourage couriers to have a base there and anything creative which increases non residential tax base.
Education
East Ravensbourne parcel too close to existing residential for industrial use. Other, more compatible use should be
considered here, including park (Some of the bits currently shown as park are so tiny and fragmented as to be
meaningless).
Dump for town scrap construction/gardening waste
dont cut any tress down cant think of anything
Dog walking area, off leash dog park.
Dog adventure park
Definitely NOT housing.
Crop farming.
Craft manufacturing, entertainment venues, technology manufacturing, software development, medical services, TQB
facilities and works yard re-location
Consider the much needed team based health and wellness centre coupled with good public transportation
Conference centre
Community Forest, parkland, recreational trails, support for business like sky-jumping, innovative forested camping and
RV spaces.
community forest, greenspace, ecological reserve, French Creek watershed protection and enhancement, climate
change adaptation, ground water and aquifer regeneration.
City works buildings. Whatever form the development takes there should be an effort to leave blocks of trees for the sake
of the environment and to act as buffers for airport (or industrial) noise.

Change Goal 7 to read "To selectively harvest timber and promote regrowth" The previous development in this area
seems to mimic what we've seen in Parksville. Trees are unlikely to regrow without replanting and protection. Liveable
affordable housing is more likely if there are tree buffers. Sorry I missed the public mtg on this!
Central island tourism hub
Car wash?
Can’t think of any but I’d love to see the ideas.
Camping site or restaurant
camping / parkland
Bowing alley, food manufacturing business, larger Resaurant or more of them. Public gardens
Birds, Deer, etc
Be creative. Think outside the box. This is a very small airport operation , not an urban or international faculty. Be mindful
of the scale.
Aviation related business and aircraft hangars.
Attract more foot traffic and younger audiences. Kids park?
As above: cafes and boutique retail
as above re recreational use - but ONLY if industrial use isn't feasible
Artisan market?
Arrowsmith Search and Rescue Hall
Anything airport related.
Another aircraft maintenance facility
An airport. Maybe a convenience store. Keep the trees for carbon sequestration.
already mentioned
Allow for flexible options in the zoning to allow for others to be creative with the businesses they want to bring. Don’t
overly restrict/regulate/stifle opportunity (like that zoned greenhouse stuck for sale on Rupert near the new fire hall).
Airports are for aircraft. They cannot as of yet operate from streets and highways and so are mostly restricted to airports
which are created specifically for aircraft use. Airports are economic generators. Aircraft users are spending money locally
from the time they land until they take off. Further uses should include things like hotels, restaurants, aviation related
activities such as hangers, aircraft maintenance etc. The only residential allowed at or near the airport should be houses
for aircraft owners such as can be seen in certain airports in the USA. Aircraft owners can land and taxi their aircraft right
up to their house, push a garage door opener and go directly into their aircraft hanger/garage.

Airport and airplane related industry. The restaurant is nice to have there as well.
Aircraft manufacturing/maintenance with 30 year leases.
Agriculture.
Agricultural?
Agricultural, nursery, park, expanded parking at airport
Agricultural use
Agricultural or forestry use of land nearby the airport would be a good fit.
Affordable or supportive housing
Affordable housing is a bad idea. Just because one cannot afford a home within the town you should not be subjected
the noise the airport generates
Additional park and trail development with compatable retail and food service options
add more parkland
A small picnic area for those who like to watch aircraft and a jogging track.
A public park
A perimeter walker friendly park where everyone can enjoy a
sunny afternoon walking their dog watching planes take off and land or simply power walking where there is no traffic
A park
A multi use arena with Qualicum/Parksville that houses a pool and Gym workout space.
a hanger for small plane airport parking/storage
A drag strip!!

A 'CIRDC' could be developed in areas adjacent to the town forest lands. CIRDC = Carbon Impact Research and
Demonstration Centre. This centre would integrate research initiatives, public education, tourist oriented public
information and possibly small scale business pilot projects. One of the key mandates of the centre would be that of
acting as a hub for scientists, educators, governmental and private sector interests that are focused on addressing human
generated carbon impacts and global warming. The forest lands would be used as an educational tool to further interest
and understanding on the role of carbon sequestration that forests and vegetated lands have on global warming. There
are world renowned experts in this field currently at Uvic. The urban development, construction, and architectural
communities are all shifting to include carbon impacts as key determinants in new development. All levels of government
are beginning to address carbon impacts as a central element in decision-making and policy development. Many many
areas of human endeavor can now be 're-cast' and viewed in a new light when considered alongside carbon impacts. The
local tech sector could be engaged with digital animation and modelling scenarios that would allow people to see the
carbon impacts of specific consumer choices - driving an EV vs driving a diesel, versus not driving at all. The tourist
information and public education part of the facility could be linked to other Vancouver Island destinations that all are of
interest in terms of what relation those places have to climate change and carbon impacts and how those communities
are addressing the most pressing global challenge of our time. More could be said.
A chip path around the perimeter of the airport with seating here and there, and plenty of garbage disposal facilities.
80% Functional airport
- Increased short and long stay parking.
- Cemetery.

11. On the south side of the airport there is approx. 20 hectares (49 acres) of Town owned land. What are your
thoughts around the proposal for South Airport Lands below?
Yes, this looks fine for houses. Do we lose all the green spaces? Hope not.
Yes to hangars, some light industrial. Preserve the forest. Opposed to housing in this location.
Wrong locations for forestry and housing. Light industrial with high efficiency solar panels mounted on the roof for energy
production to support the Town.
Would need more info.
wish you had a larger scale map so one could understand this location in context. It's not clear to me.
Why do we need a bigger airport?
What's Live Word Development? Live Wood?? The housing seems to be in an industrial area - not ideal. Keeping some
forest is important.
What type of housing would be suitable so close to airport activity?
What is Live Word development? Difficult to answer without knowing?
But, affordable housing would work.
What is Live Word Development? If light industrial went in adjacent to the airport runway area itself, this might provide a
bit of a buffer for residential to go in the purple area.
What is "Live Word Development"?
What costs would the town occur upfront with this plan?
We would like to attend the public meeting before we comment further on this topic.
We need to keep forests, Meadows, streams safe and secure!
We like this concept - as long as some tree protection / considerations were applied.
Very little light industrial. Hangar buildings and area for skydiving facility
Utilize the forest, light industrial needs should be accommodated on the north side....use for recreation, tourism, climate
change mitigation, temporary accommodation. RV Park... think of watershed health in everything you do.
Unfortunately I am doing this on my phone and the image will not allow me to enlarge it see so I may comment. Mixed use
will be paramount. Include recreational options too (mountain bike track?)
Unclear graphic, can't read it
U/K

Traffic flow and amount of traffic would be a major consideration.
This seems to make sense. Ensuring that very fast internet links are there is a must => great spot for IT start-ups.
This seems reasonable.
This looks very reasonable. What is "Live Word Development"?
This looks ok but are you clearing forest to do this?
This looks good.
This land should be awarded to the airport authority and be allowed to expand in any which Way is considered necessary
for a better larger airport operations
This is where we need innovative thinking, use the forest, are there short term, rental housing for workers and tourists,
trails, parkland, wildlife corridors, camping, outdoor amphitheatre.....forget paving it over...and forget "near market"
housing.
How about a demonstration forest?
This is the place for light industrial.
This is a VERY poor map. Where is the north arrow? Where is the main access ( Bennet Street)? In the long run, a major
concern is the volume and load of traffic, the safe accessibility to drive by, or drive in and out of any development. If this
south parcel is to be used, secondary access and exit must be provided.
This area should be left alone as a thriving forest. The area behind and beside it needs the ground water for their well. is
there a huge demand for this area to develop? Would the cost of developing be recovered? Fill the vacant buildings
around Qualicum and Parksville before logging!
This answer does not fall under this question, it is for the safety of landing Aircraft.
The North West
corner of the Airport has a [Berm] at the end of the runway, if a Aircraft has to try to make a landing at stall speed and
cannot lift over the berm it would be like a head on car crash.
Think hangers and light industrial would work
The two potential uses are good, Warehousing and distribution services should be considered
the suggested plan looks good.
The proposal of the jump school camp ground is good but more commercial operations could be based there
The potential for more hangars can generate revenue
The park area is extremely small

The land should not be used for expanding airport activities except to maintain the current level of flight and training
activity
The greenspace looks like a joke. We only had to retain 1% of that gorgeous forest and trail network but we retained 1.1%
we are so generous. (sarcasm)
The layout looks excellent. Does the zoning allow business /commercial to allow all those additional workers a coffee
shop or industrial store fronts?
The emphasis needs to be on airport facilities. Someday there may be sufficient volume for such entities as car rentals,
luggage storage, etc. Some affordable housing in the area as indicated would work with the caveat of the noise scenario.
You don't need complaints about that.
The airport creates noise. We need trees and vegetation to absorb the sound noises.
The affordable housing will need to be insulated concrete forms to allow residents to sleep during the day if needed, with
soundproofed roofs as well.
that looks fine
Tech sector development and jobs.
Take the long view and reserve these lands for light industrial and airport use. I believe there will be a need, and if the
lands are put to other uses, they will be lost to future industrial activity.
Subsidized housing may work, but light industrial makes the most sense.
Still unsure that this is the best location for any housing.
sport and recreation
Sounds ok if it doesn’t affect navigation.
Sorry to see loss of more aquifer land.
Somewhat agree
Some residential development.
Some reasonable expansion that does not have significant negative impacts to adjacent landowners; or result in safety
issues to aviation providers.
Some of these uses are incompatible. Noise and fumes are characteristics of airports. This should be left as a
community woodlot much like the provincial woodlots with contracted operators - and available as green space for the
public when not being planted or harvested. It also serves as seasonal water storage and may be recharge area for
aquifers.

Some of the light industrial business could be closer to the airport while along the south side and adjacent to existing
residential be considered for residential/home based business use.
Some light industrial - keep as many trees as possible
Skydive center
Should absolutely be used for affordable housing
seems reasonable as a starting position, would want to know a lot more details
Seems okay if industry is required to have some curb appeal (trees, shrubs, a bit of grass along the roadside).
seems ok
See statement above.
Currently there exists a significant forested buffer between the runway and the homes already built south of the land in
question. It contains popular walking trails and is home to a diverse ecosystem. We are opposed to logging the area and
light industrial use so close to the rural homes already in existence.
see response to #6 above.
See my previous comments on affordable housing and light industrial. Forest would be my preferred option. I would be
supportive of expanding the airport services- hangars, etc. if there is demand.
See my previous comment please....
I don’t think art studios would be a good use of the land as I’m not sure that there is a demand for that so far from town.
Maybe airside businesses if the run out of space on the north side of the runway.
See above
Same as the rest of the lands.
same as #10
Retain the forest - develop parkland trails
Residential only for work/live type housing
Residential only
Residential lots
Residential geared to young families.
Residential development should be discouraged, to avoid the conflicts that will result with noise and traffic. Light industrial
and commercial use should be encouraged.

RENTAL ACCOMMODATIONS, with green spaces, room for parking, bus stop, plus LIGHT INDUSTRIAL of a non-noisy
variety, compatible with living areas.
Remove the “Affordable housing” and possibly the “Live Work Development”. The rest is a good usage
Reasonable land use.
Provided this plan does not further limit future growth, I think the town should use the space to support airport services
however they can to ensure the airport remains viable.
Protected green space.
proposal is acceptable
pretty good proposal
Preserve all green areas. No development, please.
Possibly light industrial but without removing many trees that provide an excellent buffer renoise
Please refer to our previous answers.
Plan looks good to us.
Place light industries in that location as well. This will help to create employment for the town of QB.
Perception of QB is a rich(lots of millionaire live here I am told) place. Affordable housing is essential but stuck out there
away from the town in a noisy area, creates a potential poor image of QB. Hotel/motel, camping might work, perhaps
offices?
patio homes
Parkland and airport ( hangers and light industrial development
Parkland
park, a little small lot developments on adjacent residential roadways
Park
Our developers, who funded a campaign seem to be coming to the fore.
Only one that appeals is forest land
OK with airside hangars or light industrial at edges of runways but not housing.
OK as shown with forest only removed as necessary to meet building constructions; work around nature, don't clear it
aside as done in the Parksville/RDN areas formed by a 1 KM radius around the Arenas!!

ok
Ok
OK
Ok
OK
OK
Ok
office/commercial; public recreation
nothing to add
Not sure. Housing may be to close for comfort...
Not sure which area is the question
Not sure if this is the right location for affordable housing and what type of affordable housing it is.
Not residential.
Not really a place for housing.
Not in favour of Affordable housing, or any other type of housing, by the airport. Prefer to see land used as a community
area - recreational, retail, services or airport business related.
Not if it is adjacent to residential properties
not housing
Not housing
Not happy
Not familiar with this area.
not at all happy about it
Not appropriate for housing. Land should be used to support industry.
Not an appropriate location for low cost housing
Not affordable housing in that location. Affordable housing doesn't mean living in an undesirable location.

Not affordable housing and light industrial mixed . Find some area west or directly off Bennett for housing so it looks
continuous housing from Bennett/Rupert and tuck light industrial at back with separate access road
Not a good spot for affordable housing. Density should be downtown to promote walking and accessibility to amenities.
Light industrial and tree buffers are the best.
Not a good location for affordable housing.
none of the above
none
None
Non residential
No to low income housing yes to industrial
No residental housing. No gas station. No convenience store. Park space, green lands are always attractive.
no opinion
no need for gas station
No low cost housing but housing the same as chartwell or park land
No idea
no idea
No housing. There is enough housing around here and as a young person who has been here for over 40 years there is
no way you can say it will be affordable housing. Qualicum is where people come to retire and the house prices match
that. Plus where do you plan to do with Arrowview if you have affordable living. The school is so small.
No Housing!!
No housing!
No housing except live-work.
NO HOUSING
No developing. Keep the airport area and flight path safe and natural
no comment at this time..
No comment
no comment

No comment
no affordable housing. provide walking/biking trails to the Village
no affordable housing. both affordable housing and live work should be closer to downtown. It should all be light
industrial
no affordable housing
No
New Municipal yard and maintenance garage.
Needs more thought.
Need more info as to what is on it right now
na
My thoughts are leave the area as is
My priority is keeping as many trees as possible.
My issue with development here is traffic access. It should not increase industrial traffic on the southern portion of Rupert
as it runs past view towards fabrick residential area. Airside development would be welcome. Camping or parkland also
welcome. We do not need high traffic businesses here.
Multi Family
Move the airport
More opportunities to get off the island
More land for hanger or parking spots for planes.
more green space/trees
More affordable housing
Mix of business and perhaps affordable housing but not too sure that further expansion of airport business will be
supported unless the problems that the airport has been having with regards to competition and meeting codes/safety are
solved. Current volumes of noisy helicopters is not exactly pleasant
Mix of affordable housing and light industry.
Makes sense. No comment.
Make sure there is sustainable and substantial parkland contained within it

Ludicrous
Low Rise Affordable Housing for Seniors
low income housing / residential units
Low impact Light industrial with a forest screen separating it from residential areas
Looks to be a good plan
Looks OK. Please nothing related to helicopter pilot training or helicopter repair
Looks ok
Looks good..not sure what Live Word Development is, tho!
Looks good.
Looks good but be sure to account for the potential long term need to extend/improve or add runway space
Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Looks fine to me.
look is good
Log it off and it is this low access area that would be suitable for low traffic businesses to situate.
Live word development? what is that? Would rather jobs over housing, but if housing be sure it is multi story high density
(apartments).
Live where you work, residential and commercial, light industrial,
Limited impact development using the light industrial/manufacturing, wholesale storage and or similar plus airport oriented
growth
Like current proposals
light indutrial
Light industry.
Light industry, affordable housing
Light industry and airside activities would be preferable.

light industry
Light industry
light industry
Light industrial. Maybe affordable housing at the extreme south end.
Light industrial.
Light Industrial, Town Works Yard.
Light industrial, park space.
Light industrial, commercial, recreational
Light Industrial would work well in that area.
Light industrial would best line up with an airport
Light industrial with restrictions on noise and pollution emmitance. Community garden. Tree buffers for current property
owners.
Light industrial uses
Light industrial use.
Light industrial use
light industrial should be airport related
Light industrial or recreational facilities
Light industrial or forest
light industrial or forest
Light industrial makes sense
Light industrial is okay as long as the forest remains.
Light industrial but leave as much forest and green space as possible.
Light industrial and sustainable logging
light industrial and storage units
Light industrial and hangars
Light industrial

Light industrial
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
light industrial
Light Industrial
Light Industrial
light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial
Let developers build parks and housing. The town would make a windfall and get ride of the airport which is a black hole.
Leave the forest alone, no more growth or housing
Leave it open land.
Leave it natural. Growth for the sake of growth is pointless. It's only going to increase conflict between residents and the
airport. If the airport is running a deficit then the users should be charged more. If it's not running a deficit, why the need
to increase revenue by development and growth? Can't we just leave it the nice, small, convenient airport that it is now?
Leave it natural, or as a park. Not every square foot needs to be developed. Qualicum doesn't need to grow as rapidly as
Parksville, and clear cut every piece of land. The Mass deforestation of the forest lands is a major contributor of rising
c02. It's the trees that clean the air and provide oxygen NOT Carbon taxes as the Gov't would have you believe.
Leave it in its natural state as a carbon sink and recreational area with trees. The park beside the civic centre is so
overused now that there seeds to be another place people from the south side of town can walk in the forest and exercise
their dogs.
Leave it be.
Leave it as it is.
leave it as is
Leave it as forest/buffer zone between airport and Chartwell Estates
Leave it alone, keep the forest. Cutting down more trees just makes for more noise.
Leave it alone
Leave forested

Leave as much forest as possible. Parksville is in the process of turning their town into barren lands. Don't let it happen
here.
Leave as is.
leave as is maybe have some Pickleball courts installed
Leave as is
Leave as forest. Make it a park with trails
Leave as forest
Leave as a parkland/forest buffer.
Leave as a forest buffer between residents and the airport.
Larger off leash area? Nature attraction?
Keep/make the forest to maintain green space
keep it the way it is
Keep it low density, quiet,
keep it green.
Keep it green build some trails and park land places that families in Wualicum can enjoy. How about a forestry adventure/
nature education park that SD 69 could use?
Keep it as a green belt.
Keep it as a forest
Keep forest. NO to other potential uses.
Keep enough land for airport expansion, the rest affordable housing.
Keep enough available for airport growth. E.g. newer forms of transport e.g. drones for deliveries
Keep any type of housing away from the airport!! Look at the future on what the airport could and will be. Keep it an
airport
Just want to point out that the French Creek River runs by there and there is a tree in the woods there that folks call the "
Tree of Life" , it's a big old Douglas Fir I think , it takes 13 people holding hands to circle it , it must be protected.
Just the beginning of change for our area...
Would prefer it left alone.

just relocate industrial from town core and include some live/work housing
Just leave them alone.
It's OK.
It’s hard for me to get a visual, but I like the idea of more airport service but the others idea would take more priority for
me

It would seem appropriate to use the area next to the airport runway for aviation related uses. This could be airplane
hangars airside, mechanical and repair shops and other aviation related services or light industrial uses in the area behind
the 'airside' strip.
The rectangular piece of land in the southwest corner could be used for some affordable housing, but might be better left
as a buffer against noise for the surrounding residential areas. I think that it is very important to be conscious of mitigating
the noise from the airport and any light industrial uses. A forested area is very effective at buffering sound; leave it
unlogged. You are generating income from other sources if you develop more airside uses and light industrial uses.
It should be used for light industrial
It should be a noise barrier.
It looks like a good starting point to incorporate housing as well as employment opportunities
It is imperative that future development does not impair on the quality of life of existing residents in the Chartwell and
surrounding areas. You cannot develop one area to the detriment of an existing residential area with regard to noise,
smells and increased traffic. However a well planned live/work area would be acceptable.
Affordable housing is much needed in Qualicum, but must be managed with care.
it is covered in this map
It is best suitable to parkland because of the Airport noise.
Is there any consideration to actually moving the airport a little further away from the city core?
Is there a need for more hangars? Is there a need for industrial land in Qualicum? If so zone accordingly, if not hold the
land. Why are you in a rush to develop this. Focus on downtown and making density development easier.
Industrial/commercial....... but you could have an airpark concept with hangers in your backyard behind your house
Industrial and forest
Industrial
Inappropriate location for housing

In favour of most of the suggested uses with the exception of forest logging and affordable housing- there needs to be a
green belt near the railroad - a minimum of 30 meters corridor that should not be touched.
In agreement with the majority of the proposal, but eliminate the affordable housing component
I'm not in favour of more air traffic service unless it reduces peoples' carbon footprints and improves the future outlook for
the natural environment
I'm not familiar with "live word development". I'm okay with the other proposals but would want some research done on
the success of housing developments at other airports.
I'm in favour of the proposal.
If the map was bigger maybe I could actually comment, so for now I'll just say NO LIGHT INDUSTRY and NO GAS
STATION.
If one takes a hard look at what is happening in Parksville you will see there are many light industrial spaces vacant. By
providing more only exacerbates the lack of demand already prevalent.
Increased hangers and light industrial that supports the flight industry makes sense. An again if Parksville is the model I
fear there will be no forests left there. Does Qualicum wish the same fate?
If housing is to be considered at the airport this is probably the best area as it is the furthest away from the airport runway
and airport congestion.
If developed we have to put water and sewer in and that is costly.
If affordable housing is being proposed perhaps again a small green park with a few benches or picnic tables to view the
planes!
Idk cant expand the diagram to read it
I'd like to see affordable housing using manufactured 'tiny house 600sq.ft.' to 1500sq.ft., family and seniors housing, on
leased land, leased from the Town, to keep prices in the $75,000. to $175,000. range (plus monthly lease payment +
HOA.) We need our town to be liveable by people working in local service type jobs, those earning $15. to $25. an hour,
plus independent seniors on small incomes. Provide a social playground space for kids to play and seniors to watch!
Properly managed it would be of HUGE benefit to our community!
I’d like to keep more trees, as opposed to chop them all down, so whatever option allows for some remaining forest
I would suggest a combination of low cost and standard rental housing.
I would like to see a small shopping centre with a supermarket (QF, Thrifty's or Country grocer), a Shoppers Drug Mart,
and Maybe a Starbucks or Serious coffee with no drive through window

I wasn't able to attend the mtg so am not certain what you intend when you say "affordable housing". I'm supportive of the
concept; just can't see how you can do it.
I think your map is terrible and doesn’t give an accurate depiction of what your plan is. It’s difficult to orient myself and
have reference without knowing what is on the adjacent properties.
I think the proposals are well thought out and have the backing of the Airport Committee
I think the present proposal looks good.
I think that there's too much light industrial space and not enough greenspace for the proposed amount of housing
I think that there should be a dirt jump park for mountain bikes. Similar to the stevie smith bike park in nanaimo. Its the
best on the island, and if you want more people (more mountain bikers) to come to the oceanside area its a great
opportunity for that. Plus its a positive outdoor activity for all ages.
I think that the housing is too close to the airport. People will move in and then start complaining about noise and related
activities. There is a conflict of interest.
I think swimming pool/aquatic centre
I think some “airside” space is a good idea with a buffer of trees between the airport and other uses, especially residential.
I think Qualicum Beach is popular place because it’s considered “classy” and a desirable place to live. I think caution
needs to be used in developing these areas so that we are not just like every other community on the island. I think
tasteful designed buildings for light industry is fine but I also think it needs to be incorporated with modern views of green
space. I think Nanaimo has done a good job on the new industrial area around Boxwood. It has small coffee shops, nice
up and coming local breweries along side light industrial, most of the buildings are tasteful done. It would be great to
develop those areas similar to Nanaimo but on a smaller scale.
I think light industrial, and anything that improves the airport services
I think it's fine but more affordable housing might be necessary.
I think a step in the right direction
I support the general outline
I see a huge amount of deforestation, more consideration should be allowed for green spaces. Scalping our area is
drastically changing the ambiance and charm of our area. The apparent wholesale sell- out of local lands to rich, foreign
customers instead of provisions for lifelong honest B.C. citizens is obscene, unethical and immoral to me. Qualicum
Beach still has the opportunity to grow slowly and smartly. Industrial property I feel should not be in the centre of the
township, Although I do know it is a city. Outer properties could be considered.

I prefer light industrial where suggested
I oppose relegating affordable housing to less desirable areas of the Town (ie: industrial activity, noise) such as
suggested here. Disgraceful. Placement of hangars and aviation related industrial activity, however makes sense.
I need to have more information.
I like trees or other noise buffer. Noise is my main objection.
I like them
I like the tin town idea. Business downstairs and living upstairs
I like the idea of alternative style housing
I like the idea of airport expansion and light industrial. I think affordable housing is not a good idea for this area. Too far
from town and, I guarantee you the town will get noise complaints.
I like it!
I like it as a starting point to developing the property.
I housing, light industrial,airport support, park
I haven't seen background information that explains why this land needs to be "developed".
like a good choice.

Leaving it as "forest" seems

I have no thoughts other than I do not want affordable housing on property adjacent to the actual airport. No housing of
any kind.
I have no suggestions
I find this map difficult to place, I can’t read the street names.
i dont think we should include housing around the airport lands, LIGHT industrial, forest and air support services should
be included
I don't think that affordable housing should be included.
I don't think housing is compatible if the residents would complain about noise. I don't think housing and industrial
activities should be adjacent to one another.
I don't think any land around the airport should be used for residential use or live work
I don't feel that living right next to the airport is a practical choice for housing.
I don't agree with housing in & close proximity to the airport

I do not support the cutting down of trees, regardless of reforesting the area. Trees provide wind protection which I would
think small planes at the airport would need.
I do not see housing as a preferred use of the land.
I do not like the idea of affordable housing. Residential should not be allowed to leapfrog out this far from the village.
Residential development should be encouraged near the Town centre--not at the airport.
I do not believe something must be done with all taxpayer owned land. Stop using the term "selective harvesting of trees".
Who does the selecting? What about the environment. It is not mentioned at all !
I CONTINUE TO THINK HOUSING IS NOT A GOOD PLAN SO NEAR TO THE AIRPORT
I can't see the street names on the map, so cannot answer this question without an understanding of which area I'm
looking at. "Affordable housing" is a relative term - affordable to who? and what is "Live Word Development?"
If this is the forested area that borders the tracks and Miraloma Drive, I would like to see a large portion of the existing
green space retained.
I can’t read this on my phone but the trees should be replanted for a larger buffer on the Chartwell subdivision. No gas
station. Put in a Carbon Sequestration Plant (see B.C. tech company called Carbon Engineering) and do some good for
the biggest crisis mankind has faced.
I can’t read this on my phone and it won’t enlarge so I can’t comment
I believe adding light industrial to this area will benefit the town and its taxpayers.
I assume the light orange area shown on the map is currently forest . Leave the trees as a buffer.
I an not in agreement with the above plan. Aviation functions should be inside the existing envelope and light industrial
should be at the North West corner. No residential should be considered! If the town wishes to try their hand with low cost
housing then it should be of the 10 - 20 unit size on one of the many small parcels the already own and where
infrastructure is already in place The chance of it not being a major expenditure to the town is extremely low. Try it small
first!
I am concerned about the added traffic, around the right-angled corner on Bennet at top of this diagram.
I agree with the plan above as long as the light industrial development does not include noise producing businesses.
I agree
Housing.
Housing, park area
Housing with some light commercial (like a corner store?)

Housing or apartments
Housing near an airport is not a good idea. This would be a money grab by local builders and in the long term create an
undesirable area to live as Airport traffic continues to increase.
Housing is the last thing that should go there. "Affordable" housing needs to be closer to town.
Housing is a terrible idea. No taxiway define for airside. Not enough tree buffer for nearby residents. Water issues not
addressed. Lot layouts seem poorly configured to maximize return. Access will be a challenge based on current designs.
housing and airports don't mix
housing
Hospital
Hold for future airport expansion (runways, etc.)
Have not made infopicture large enough to see/read. Cannot comment
Hate to see the sight of more hangers if that means more planes, more noise and reduced quality of life for people living
under the flight paths. Consider the increased traffic that would impact the elementary school - definitely need pedestrian
lights for safety.
Hangers are great but they are primarily for wealthier residents who can afford airplanes and fly. I don't think we need
that. Housing should the first priority.
hangers
Hangars, light industrial
Hangars, Light Industrial
Great! Clean it up and make it something!
Good use of land
Good to have expanded airport-related space.
Good except for the housing.
Good choices as shown.
Good
good

Forrest area,light industry.
Forestry
Forest...green fresh air is important
forest,light industrial
forest is good. Light industrial on a small scale only. I don't know what Live word developement is. Definetly not affordable
housing!
Forest is good. How about farm land?
forest in all 20 hectares
Forest and walking trails, light industrial
Forest and or Parkland
forest and airside (hangars)
forest
forest
Forest
Forest
Forest
Fine
Farm land
Extend runway,allow expansion of safety area along runway
expand air travel
Except for the affordable housing , it looks like a good plan. Affordable housing in this location will look to some as "Put it
where no-one else wants to live"
Except for Affordable Housing which should be replaced by Aircraft Owners/Enthusiasts Housing. This would also be a
good place for a small aircraft campground the same as can be seen at Fairbanks International Airport.
Everything but affordable housing. ..that should be closer to town
everything but affordable housing.

Ensure the Airside and Groundside (purple area) uses are low noise areas, so as to be compatible with current residential
area. Live/Work Development cannot be compared to Courtenay's TinTown as their residents have a high walkability
factor and TinTown is an extension of close retail areas (eg. 1.4 km to Driftwood Mall - 7 min walk). QB Live/Work
proposal is more than 4 km to downtown - a 47 min walk, with no other retail around.
Emergency services
Don't think there should be any housing close to the airport. There is already complaints from existing housing about
noise from the airport. Once people move in, even being aware they are beside an airport, they will begin to complain. We
need an airport in QB. Light industrial use is fine, provided a majority of the trees are kept.
don't make it an eyesore
Dont like it. Do not increase the air traffic. Too much air pollution
Don't cut down the trees. Qualicum needs to protect trees before it is too late.
Don’t think affordBle housing is appropriTe
Don’t like the housing concept
do not put housing at the airport
Do it
develop the woodlands into a park..
Continue the 30 m buffer near adjacent homes as is planned for the north side. Existing home owners should have "Tin
Building" views in place of their current forest backdrops.
Community gardens
Community garden
Commercial and light industrial use
Commercial / tourism
Commercial
Care should be taken if they take out the current trees there that they will remove a sound pollution suppressant. There
should be a plan to mange that in place before clearing.
Can't read
Can't make it out
can't make image large enough to read - oops bad formating

Can't be housing...they'd hate the noise and force the airport to go somewhere else
Can’t see the details on my mobile device. What is the prime motivator for change? Economics? Let the existing
environment work for us in ecological values.
Can’t see pic
Can not read the fine print so will hold my answer. See also comments to item 10
Builds for the future which is good
Building houses next to or on airport land makes no sense. How many houses do you see at other airports?
buffer
Blue strip only. The rest should be green/park.
Best suite for light industrial or commercial space
At present it is woods and care should be taken when they are used for other purposes.
As the area continues to grow the air port will also
As per my above response, the type of light industrial and its impacts must be considered. Housing makes no sense. Not
sure what "Live Word Development" means!! There is little appetite for development of any sort among residents it
seems, based on discussions at the public meetings, only by council and staff. Increases in problems caused by the
airport is not going to better our lives. Forest is the only use on your diagrams that make any sense.
As before I do not support supportive housing.
Otherwise plan looks good
As above re health centre and affordable housing
As above ideas
as abov
Area for tiny homes
approaching the airport by car could be made more appealing!
Anything but housing or increased air traffic re the noise problem already experienced here
Any of the above, except housing.
Any of my previous suggestions but NOT housing
Any of my previous answers or a hotel resort

animal sanctuaries and wildlife passage ways where deer and other critters can eat in peace.
Although Qualicum definitely needs more affordable housing, perhaps there are better locations. Over all very good.
Allotments
All the suggested uses for the three blocks of land are reasonable; and I would support all of the, provided that each of
the development options is 'profitable' (i.e. that it generates net revenue for the Town). Affordable housing may require
some initial investment or tax exmption.
All the options listed above seem reasonable to consider.
All potential uses are acceptable.
All looks good except for the housing idea
all looks acceptable except for the affordable housing. this just wont work without all the other community support that
would be needed. Otherwise it becomes an isolated community.
all good except the housing.Whoo would want to live there??
all are reasonable
All appear good. Don’t cut down too many trees.
Airside(hangars), airport expansion
Airside support and light industrial would be a good use of this space.
Airside hangers, light industrial
Airside Hangars, light industrial and forest
Airport Hangers
airport expansion
Aircraft “shade” or hangars.
Agree with the air side hangers and very light industrial
Agree
Again, you should not have housing so close to the runway! This is just a small airport, why are you trying to make it a
destination. As for hangars, possibly for search and rescue, and forest fires, etc.
Again, would does light industrial mean?
Again, no development.

Again, more medical services, a clinic?
Again, light industrial. This is a natural area at this time and too much of it should not be made into industrial
developement
Again, I think light industrial and airport related businesses make sense. I'm not sure about the housing, although I'm
sure it is possible if it is done thoughtfully.
Again, garden nurseries or other supporting businesses, there is lots of room for the large trucks to move about.
Again industrial operations supporting aviation
Again if you mix industrial activity with housing, you risk conflict. As for "affordable housing", what exactly does that mean.
Do we mean affordable for someone earning minimum wage? Do we mean subsidized housing? Housing for the
homeless?
After looking it up, I am still unsure of what the "Live Word Development" is, no references exist. I'm strongly opposed to
any more housing (affordable or otherwise) in the airport vicinity. Light industrial or natural forest would be preferable
Affordable housing, close to school good for families and some light industrial.
Affordable housing would have to put up with the industrial noise and pollution. probably not good here.
Affordable housing or live/work great options
Affordable housing is needed in Qualicum Beach
Affordable housing is a broad term, I am leery of exactly what that means. Does the Corfield Road fiasco fall into that
category?
Affordable housing if done right
affordable housing for workers
Affordable housing for sure. There is such a need and requirement of it.
Affordable housing for not be placed here. They are used to look very reasonable.
Affordable housing be situated in such a way that the noise and pollution from aircraft not affect the quality of living
Affordable housing and Hangers are fine on the side NOT facing Chartwell. Forest is also goodh
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing

Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable houses
additional hangers, airport related industries
Add in supportive housing
1 to 5 acre parcels
“Town owned” sounds ominous, like this survey just shields a fait accompli.

12. At the intersection of Bennett & Ravenbourne there is approx. 2 hectares (5 acres) of Town owned
land. What are your thoughts around the proposal for Ravensbourne below?
You have to be careful of the effect of whatever is put in there on nearby residential areas
Would much rather have it as it is.
Would be good to integrate public transit options.
Why in the world would you put a gas station so near to the end of the runway? Again, affordable housing should be
downtown near amenities to have more density instead of sprawl.
Where else can I see the diagrams?
They won’t enlarge when I tap them.
What would be innovative is to pursue these ideas and find ways to integrate some forest and walking options.
We would support a gas station, convenience store and affordable housing at this location.
We will attend the public first before commenting on this. What is AFFORDABLE housing? It means different things to
different people. We do not know at this time what is proposed in the housing category.
We have enough gas stations in our area. Affordable housing is a better option affording accommodation for single ,
senior, families and people with disabilities. We need more Parks.
We do not need any more parks. Light industrial is a very broad phrase. See answers earlier.See no need for
commercial or gas stations in the area.
We certainly need an improvement to the current parking situation! This plan is great!
We are opposed to a gas station. Of the options listed, affordable housing is the most appealing, but we're not convinced
that beside an airport would be an appealing place to live.
Very opposed
Very accessible area and out of the Village proper. What about a shopping center if you can get big anchor stores? Can
Tire, London Drugs and so on. This would fit with gas station. Affordable housing still has the issue of noise/stigma. Arts
or business development hub might work.
Vehemently oppose gas station and there is not enough acreage for housing.

Use this for housing as a continuation of Ravensbourne Take commercial to far end of South side. Convenience store
good idea - nearer airport . Dont mix. Housing only
Unclear graphic
U pick farm land
Too close, park and parking only.
This site is going to be the first thing anyone flying into QB is going to see for the next 50 years. It shouldn't be a gas
station and strip mall.
This should provide services like a service station and a convenience store as was proposed in 2013. A Co-op facility
similar to the one at Hwy 4A & Church Road would be very good to consider. It also has an adjoining liquor store.
This proposal looks okay.
this looks fine as well
This land was stolen from First Peoples. I don’t accepted the concept of civic ownership.
This area for low rental affordable housing and higher traffic business, ie: Gas station/convenience store.
This also makes sense, except that I think housing should not be considered.
These ideas seem good.
There is enough parking for the airport. Housing sounds like a good idea in that area. I’d love to see more businesses
there as well.
The triangular shape seems good for a convenience store, park. The neighbourhood pub could be located here. And,
airport parking is needed. Would be noisy for housing.
The road structure looks like it maximally uses the space which is good, the uses however are random with different
colors for no reason. It will be a combination of light industrial and residential regardless. Asking for input on something so
non-commital seem like a tick the box exercise.
The proposed ides look good
The proposals are well thought out and will fit in well with the airport
The pink and blue areas should be kept to park development. The orange area for airport parking.

The only acceptable thing on this list is a park.
The most taxes the the town can generate
The idea of commercial uses is good. The idea of keeping room for airport parking is good especially if there is a desire
to increase the airport uses.
The convenience store and gas station, light industrial and commercial use, and airport parking, all are compatible with
the Airport uses. Why would Affordable Family housing be of any use there? Again, this is NOT compatible with QB's
Vision Statement's "high quality of life for residents". No amount of "house construction noise attenuation methods" is
going to help a child who would like to play outside in his family's yard.
The airport needs more parking space. I don’t see the reason for a gas station. I’m always in favour for green areas
specially around airport to keep air cleaner.
That is the area I think a well kept mobile housing park with a strata with rules to keep it welcoming would be a good fit.
Sorry can’t see images on my phone
Some kind of community appropriate services.
Some airport parking should be planned for. Airport related commercial/light industrial is OK.
Small offices
Small commercial might be useful, but wrong location for most types of housing.
Since all the trees have been demolished already, this plan looks good, with one possible objection: the terms "Light
Industrial" and "Commercial" could mean many different things, some compatible and some not so.
should be light industrial airport related usage - no affordable housing or commercial. Affordable housing and commercial
should be closer to or in the downtown core.
should be left alone as natural wet land
Should airport services continue to grow and improve, some long-term parking would be useful
Shopping mall, Wal-Mart
Services
Service Station would be okay. Housing would be stupid.

Sell it off, take your profit for the sake of the people of QB.
Seems ok
seems consistent with the other plans
See previous comment. Warehousing for poor. Disgraceful.
See comments to item 11
See above
See above
scrap the gas station
Save for future airport expansion
Sani dump rv wash dog wash
same comment as previous
Same as previously answered
Same as before.
Same as above
Same answer as above.
Same answer as above
RV park ,airport parking, park are good options.
Retail Businesses
Restaurants or farm market
Residential.
Residential development should be discouraged, to avoid the conflicts that will result with noise and traffic. Light industrial
and commercial use should be encouraged.
Remove affordable housing. Housing will result in complaints against airplanes.

recreational activity- -tack- alturf field
Recommend no affordable housing. Prefer parking, park, retail services such as garden-nursery.
re align the access and provide adequate and proper parking for the airport. the existing acces and egress as well as the
limited parking is inadequate.
Putting affordable housing here is a mistake. We already know there are noise problems. Also I think affordable housing
should be much closer to the centre of town not placed on the outskirts. We should not be trying to stigmatize affordable
housing by putting it as far away from the centre of town as possible.
public use; i.e. picnic area / playgrounds
Probably the better location for any development.
Prefer to see soccer fields, baseball fields, clubhouse, recreational type facilities there. Something for the kids /
teenagers/ families to use.
Prefer commercial/gas station over light industrial
Possibly affordable housing. The last thing we need is a gas station in that location. This is not the safest intersection in
the first place.
Possible residential housing
Please see all my comments above re building a HOTEL, for handy for travelers, visitors who arrive by air, and townsfolk
as well. We have only one small hotel, the rest down by the water are mostly of the "Mom and Pop" variety. Visitors have
to go to Parksville.
CAR RENTAL AGENCY (with an office in the airport, and of course some cars in a lot)
GAS STATION PERHAPS but without a convenience store
MARKED SHORT-TERM AND LONG-TERM PARKING with pay machines
GREEN SPACE perhaps earmarked for possible future train station resumption, with train passengers to make use of
flight passengers' services listed herein
SPACES FOR SHUTTLE BUS and/or town bus service
RENOVATE OR REBUILD airport building; arrival/departures areas need updating and tech boards to show times, much
more seating needed for travellers and guests
ENLARGE RESTAURANT, add separate coffee bar
BUILD NEIGHBOURHOOD PUB

Please not a Gas station!!
Playground area, no to affordable housing
plan looks good.
Perhaps light industrial would work once I know what light industrial is.
parks
parklight industrial
Parkland if the above gets developed
Parkland and light industrial
Parkland and another gas station is needed in Qualicum Beach.
Parkland
Parkland
Parkland
Parkland
Parking
PARK. Qualicum does't need to be a big City where everything has to be sold and developed. Or put a Rec center,
swimming pool, a family oriented community center.
Park.
Park, parking, industrial
park, community garden, community gathering place
Park, airport parking and park
Park, affordable housing
Park space and venue for outdoor concerts during good weather/summer, autumn months.
Park setting would be ok

park only
Park land with picnic facilitys
Park area, gas station, convenient store
Park and very light industrial
Park and parking. Maybe the commercial.
Park and convenience commerical
park and actual affordable housing ie. 30% of min wage working full time.
Park , light industrial, more airport facilities
Gas station NOT needed
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
park
Park
Park
Park
park
Park
Opposed to gas station and housing

Open up more parking
Only light industrial no housing
Okay with all of them
Okay
Ok with this proposal
ok
Ok
OK
Nothing that cannot be reversed in the future. The airport is invaluable.
Not sure, but definitely not a gas station (who would go?). A small corner store would only be a good idea if the affordable
housing is nearby.
Not sure if this is the right location for affordable housing and what type of affordable housing it is
Not sure
not sure
not sure
Not sure
Not sure
Not housing
Not happy
Not good location for affordable housing.
Not familiar with this area.
Not enough room for affordable housing. Light industrial though?
Not averse to the diagramatic suggestion

not at all happy about it
Not appropriate for convenience commercial, gas station, or housing.
Not appropriate for affordable housing so close to the rwy environment
Not a gas station
None at this time.
None
None
None
None
non
No single or multiple family rental housing in this area
no opinion
No opinion
no need for gas station or affordable housing out here
no more residential near the end of the runway
No low cost housing!! Or any businesses
No indusry.
No Housing!
no housing around airport
NO HOUSING
No housing

No Gas Station, support should be for renewable transport not perpetuation of fossil fuel use.
maximise space left green in blue and pink areas thru use of higher density residential/small business.
No gas station, no convenience store, no housing. Good place for an RV park, temporary and long term.
no gas station at end of runway - doesn't make sense. An electric charging station would be fine and future forward
thinking. Park is fine.
No gas station - wrong location. No housing.
No gas station
No gas station
NO CONVENIENCE COMMERCIAL, NO GAS STATION, NO LIGHT INDUSTRIAL reasonable housing and parks and
perhaps a spot for a couple of food trucks during the tourist season which locals will also embrace if there is a full
perimeter walk around the property. A boardwalk doesn't necessarily have to be along the foreshore.
NO COMMERCIAL! The DTown is already depleted and needs densification. Again, high tech jobs over retail. Jobs
over housing, but if housing be sure it is high density.
No comment
No comment
No comment
no affordable housing
no gas station
convenience/commercial - ok
No additional housing. It will cause conflict between business and residence.
no
No
Nne
Needs further thought.
Move the airport

More housing development
More gas stations not needed in a world headed for less petroleum use . Affordable housing would attract questionable
people problems if it became 'warehouse ' style .
More affordable housing and a convenience store. Less light industrial.
Mixed use housing is far better than concentrating affordable housing in one place To one type of renter, think of military
housing, no older folks all the renters the same age, marital status and basic income it makes for a sterile environment.
Mixed rental housing
mixed business residential
maybe a park keep the Dog park
Make it a park and/or additional Airport parking
Low-rise housing, trails
Low cost housing
Love gas station
Looks too dense with big impact by increased traffic
Looks okay
looks ok
looks like good use of the land, convenience commercial would be a benefit to the residents
Looks like a viable idea, although traffic may be a concern.
Looks great
Looks good.
Looks good.
Looks good.
Looks good but I question the housing aspect. Yes, housing is needed but next to an airport ???

Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Liking any sort of grocery/market and retail ideas.
Like!
Like it.
Light, industrial, café, convenience store, bus, taxi and parking. live where you work opportunities,
Light industry
Light industry
Light industrial/park space.
Light industrial.
Light industrial, Park, Recreation = Yes
Housing = No
Light industrial, gas station, some parkland
light industrial use
Light industrial Park or Airport parking
Light industrial park for the whole area and convenience store for cyclists who ride the trail to the airport and for workers.
Light industrial or park. No gas station and absolutely no convenience store.
Light industrial or agricultural use. More community gardens.

Light industrial okay...
What do you mean by Commercial? Parksville struggles with Commercial...too many thrift shops etc.
This plan spreads Qualicum and the heart of Qualicum and why ppl enjoy it is the tight quaint downtown. If you build
commercial you take away buying local. I only shop local.
Light Industrial focusing on clean good paying jobs
Light Industrial e.g. aiding the running of the airport
Light industrial at the most, but you will have to make lease rates very attractive. Just because the town rezones an area
does not mean there will be tenants. There has been no development for 20 years at the airport while the Town claimed
they wanted hanger development and there is a constant search for hanger space. If the town cant work that out, how
much success can you expect with the proposed development?
Light industrial and housing would be a good issue of this space.
Light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL
Light industrial
Light industrial
light indusrial and parklands
light commercial, recreation....dog park
Let's do a Tim hortons and mcdonalds if we are wanting to build it up
Let the market decide
Let it remain green space.
leave the trees, no more housing
Leave the airport alone, the airport is not within walking distance of services needed by housing.
Leave it be.

Leave it as is.
Leave it as is, or make it into a park... Convenience stores don't seem to fit in with Qualicum's spirit, and there's already
so many gas stations nearby that another seems superfluous and an eyesore.
Leave as is
Leave as is
leave as greenspace
Larger dog park / park / convienence commercial
Land on approach to runway, keep as parking or park
Keep it residential
keep it as town land protected from future development
Keep it as it is
Keep in natural.
Just leave it as is.
it's ok
It’s too large
It looks great!
It looks good. Nice mix of commercial and housing. Not sure much industrial is needed.
It kind of ghettoizes "affordable housing".

It is difficult to know what is currently on this parcel of land by looking at this map - is it treed at all? Is it flat or contoured?
That being said, it would seem to possibly be one of the more suitable areas for some affordable housing.
Appropriate affordable housing to my mind does not include 'trailer parks' or 'mobile home parks' - they are ugly and not
conducive to developing housing while also maintaining a balance with the natural environment.
As for developing commercial uses in this area; is this consistent with maintaining a commercial core in the centre of
town? Maybe not.
The triangular piece at the junction of the two roads might be best used as parkland or green space. I don't think that a
gas station should be contemplated for this area at all. If the "L" shaped piece on the southeast side is considered for
affordable housing, then there should be no light industrial uses in this area at all. They don't mix well.
QB needs to consider new approaches to developing affordable housing while also taking it's admirable proactive
environmental policies into consideration. I would suggest designing a series of two story (or 3 if within flight restrictions)
buildings, designed by a certified solar architecture firm - most architects and builders are totally ignorant of solar design
requirements and parameters! There should be electric vehicle charging stations, solar panels on the roof, underground
parking the norm, and other integrated features that minimize the effects of the housing on the local and global
environment.
It is best suitable for parkland because of the Airport noise
it depends on the concentrations of all of these. The importance of the integrity of the airport and its support system is of
utmost importance.
It appears that there is some private residential areas alongside Ravensbourne Lane, you should be considerate of those
property owners in making your decisions. Again I think tastefully done light industrial with the possibility of some
residential above businesses is fine, but it should be limited. Low income housing does not suite this area and I’m
opposed.
Insufficient traffic to support convenience store/gas station. Airport parking as required. Affordable housing is ok, light
industrial ok.
Industrial use should be SOUTH of the airport. With great caution and selectivity, some specific light industrial uses might
be acceptable in the three fragments nearest to the intersection of Bennett & Ravensbourne, but not for the fragment to
the north and east.

industrial sounds good.I think the gas and conveniene /commercial would have a difficult time surviving-with our limited
population
Industrial or commercial, but not housing.
In favour of parking, parkland, convenience commercial.
In agreement.
If you think of putting in affordable housing there make sure there is also adequate transit and parking for potential
residents
If this area is not part of the airport lands, then it looks good. I would just like to caution the town about bylaws that keep
the area free from messy commercial sites. There are alot of properties in the area that have become junk collectors.
If this area becomes largely affordable housing then the other areas should be green space and convenience retail. The
airport parking should be closer to the terminal.
If the proposed buildings are tastefully designed and well landscaped, I agree with the proposal the proposal.
If the park is beside the gas station, it should be more of a greenspace rather than a childrens play area
If not the airport, here for affordable housing. If the airport gets it, I’d like to see commercial spaces go up.
I'd like to see affordable housing using manufactured 'tiny house 600sq.ft.' to 1500sq.ft., family and seniors housing, on
leased land, leased from the Town, to keep prices in the $75,000. to $175,000. range (plus monthly lease payment +
HOA.) We need our town to be liveable by people working in local service type jobs, those earning $15. to $25. an hour,
plus independent seniors on small incomes. Provide a social playground space for kids to play and seniors to watch!
Properly managed it would be of HUGE benefit to our community!
I’d prefer light industrial to be on other side of airport (thinking of noise and possible odor-emitting industry) not as close to
my residence near Miraloma.
I would prefer to see commercial with affordable housing. I cannot see the need for a gas station or convenience store.
Please ensure large areas of grassland/park is maintained - we must keep the integrity of the area coupled with an area
that is pleasant to live in and near as well as visit.
I would not support a gas station. I do support airport parking. As noted above, I await a more defined proposal of what
the town will support for affordable housing and what impact it will have on the town's taxpayers.

I would not agree to a gas station because of the noise factor, plus I do not think we need another gas station in town.
Perhaps this might be a good spot for a proper parking lot for the airport and restaurant
as I understand that there are plans to expand the restaurant.
I would need to know what kind of affordable housing is being considered to agree with this concept but parking is going
to be an issue that need consideration
I think you should keep the housing portion out of this plan. Light industrial, gas station, parking, supportive businesses
and services are all a great idea.
I think this is a good plan.
I think perhaps a park along with some extra parking spaces. I live in Chartwell so I am often going by the Airport and the
parking always seems to be used up.
I think parking would be the best use of it.
I think anything other than residential would be suitable.
I think affordable housing would be a inappropriate because of noise generated by airport.
I still suggest light industry there as well.
I really like the idea of commercial space here. Also convenience, gas, and possibly a pub or restaurant.
i really don't think we need anymore convenience Commercial or a gas station, or parks. we need to make more land
available for affordable but not sure that is the spot.
I need more information.
I love this plan. This would deliver a good mix of all. Could Qualicum approach Parksville to see if they are interested in a
pool/ rec centre in one of those park area's designated.
I like them
I like the Service station idea, perhaps small commercial with second floor apartments.
I like the idea of the airport parking, the gas station and the small commercial usage. Again the housing needs to have
an appropriate amount of greenspace.
I like the current proposal
I like the affordable housing

I like all the proposed uses.
I drive by here everyday, sometimes several times. I would be concerned fir safety if all the people I see walking and
biking by this very tight corner!
I don't think that it is necessary to have more park space.
Affordable housing
I don't think that affordable housing should be included.
I don't think industrial and affordable housing work that well together
I don't like it
I don't have a strong opinion.
I don't feel it's a wonderful place for a park as it's not an ideal area for it, especially if industrial is going in
I am not sure the placement of housing in this location is safe with aircraft operating so close. And then affordable housing
for whom. This may not be a proper location for young children and/or social housing.
I am not interested in either Gas Station or Affordable Housing near the Airport.
I am more in favour of affordable housing, but I recognize the need for industrial lands as well.
I agree with all of the suggestions.
Housings
housing, gas station, commercial
Housing, commercial, park
Housing, apartments. For young families and low income seniors. The brand new old folks home will surely need young
healthcare assistants living nearby and landscaper young men to tend gardens
Housing only, no gas station, convenience of other commercial or industrial... leave these areas residencial....
housing mixed with light industrial usually does not work. Housing this close to the a/p is a bad idea.
Housing does not sit well with Light Industrial. Potential noise and pollution issues.
Housing and services work for me

Housing and a gas station would be unsightly
Housing
housing
Grow something. Forget the thoughts of a gas station/convenience store. Among other reasons, the volume of traffic
would not support such business.
greenspace
green space is important
Good, but this is town owned land. Don't develope for the sake of development. Market is softening, developers and
builders will not pay top dollar for this land today. Zone and hold the property. I want to know what the plan is for the
money you gain from the sale. Why sell this land now. What are you going to do with the money?
Good ise of lands.
good ideas
good idea for a combined convenience/commercial w gas station... perhaps a mid-island coop
Good
Good
Good
Gas station/convenience Store would be useful.
Gas station, park and commercial all fine
Gas station, park also a good option
Gas station, airport parking (current parking is inadequate for existing activities
Gas station would be great!
gas station or light industrial
Gas station great idea
Commercial & Light industrial ok as well as parking

Gas station commercial & light industrial use
Gas station and commercial
Gas station / parking
Gas station and convenience commercial not needed
Gas Station

Airport Parking

Park

Gas station
Gas station
Funny place for a gas station, out of town, on a bend. Convenience store only likely to be used by Chertwell residents and
low cost housing residents and light industrial workers for snacks. Cannot see the usage of the 2 parks as of routing for
walks, except as a substitute park for Chertwell residents that should have their own. I agree that each new residential
area should have their own local park area.
Forget the housing and, ideally, shut the airport and related services down.
Forget a gas station and convenience store selling pop and potato chips. EV charging place, farmers market, community
gardens, adhere to the 30m buffers of the OCP. How about a coffee shop? A bicycle store/repair place, a hikers stop?
forest to capture the carbon pollution from aircraft
Fantastic.
Extend Chartwell to include this area for customary residential development.
excellent exception would be affordable housing
Encroaches too much on runway. Lack of tree buffer with Chartwell is a problem. Gas station is unrealistic. Housing at
airport is going to creat problems.
dumb place for gas station
don't make it an eyesore
Don't know the area.
Don’t know

Don’t care
Dog park is fine.
Do nothing. Maybe improve parking for airport uses.
Do not think that a gas station is right for that location
Do not support it,
Do not like it. Land should be for exclusive use of the airport.
Do not develop.
Do it
Ditto last response, I support affordable housing for working people not transients
Disagree with gas station. Other uses OK with caveat on industrial that impacts on residential be regulated as stated
earlier in survey.
Develop it for industrial and commercial use.
Define affordable housing, consider effect on Property values in the Chartwell subdivision, convience commercial is a
needed resource,
creating local jobs and housing a good plan
Could be okay, except for affordable housing. Between small factories and parking lots?
Convert to agricultural land with a trade
Convenience, small gas station, residential and park
Convenience, park, parking, light industrial
Convenience store/Gas Station, commercial/light industrial, parking is okay. Affordable housing is not!
Convenience store development for existing neighborhood perhaps. Definitely not an industry area.
Convenience Commercial, light industry, park
Convenience commercial, gas station

convenience commercial, affordable housing
Convenience commercial to my mind makes sense here as there is nothing nearby for the residents in the immediate
area. Affordable housing is always the dream of any municipality , but for it to work transportation and access to grocery
and other retail is key. Most people at this income level do not have cars and if they do, with the rising costs of fuel will not
be able to run them. Putting affordable housing in the middle of nowhere is a recipe for disaster.
convenience commercial
conv.Commercial,
Considering the airport and light industry, affordable housing could eventually degenerate into a slum like area.
comv.commer.light ind.
Community gardens.
Community gardens
Community garden plots
Sports complex
Eco-Reserve for wildlife
Commercial/retail would be appropriate - perhaps warehouse use
Commercial/light industrial
Commercial/ tourism
Commercial, park, light industrial, parking--I agree with these for this area.
Commercial, park and gas station
Commercial, park and affordable housing seem like good uses as this is a bit separated from the airport uses.
Commercial, light industry or parking
Commercial, light industrial, parking, convenience commercial.
Commercial, light industrial
Commercial, fast food restaurant (Tim Hortons), gas station, Affordable housing

Commercial, entertainment venue
Commercial uses
Commercial type uses could include a medical multi-disciplinary team based primary care facility. It isn’t clear to me a
retail fuel station is needed there or appropriate at the end of a runway.
Commercial related to the residential areas adjacent would reduce driving to town.
commercial or light industrial use would be fine.
Commercial and light industry would be appropriate. Not sure if there is enough traffic to support a gas
station/convenience.
Commercial and light industrial seems appropriate with a bent toward serving travelers. Residential this close to the real
noise producing area of the airport is totally inappropriate. Chartwell residents are already very concerned. It is unlikely
that QB airport is going to be used by "whisper jet" aircraft any time soon.
commercial and light industrial and gas station,
Commercial and light industrial
Commercial
commercial
Commercial
combination of light industrial, parking, and convenience/commercial makes sense to me.
cleaning it up make a park
Certainly don't need another gas station. Do not encourage affordable housing near the airport.
Can't read
Cannot enlarge picture to see
Can’t see pic
Blue area park,park area,pink airport parking,nicely land escaping.

Bennett road tunnel created and Runway 29 overrun created. Safety first! The geometry for Bennett Rd tunnel was
provided in original grading.
Assuming E&N is finally eliminated and we get a trail, please allow for parking for people to access the trail. Maybe a
picnic area? Gas station and convenience/commercial would be good. Housing would be good. Maybe all the people who
like airplane noise could move in there.
As the entrance point to the airport it should be unintrusive and visually appealing. The current proposal doesn't support
that concept.
As shown..... The subdivision should carry a Restrictive Covenant registered against each individual title making the lot
owner aware of the noise issue and airports and the Town be held harmless.
As much park (i.e. preservation) as possible is the best long term choice. I'm not at all comfortable with lumping
affordable housing in with light industrial...it has ugly implications,
as long as it does not increase air traffic
As designated
As above.
As above, do people really want housing so close to airport noise?
As above
as above
Anything except affordable housing. Who would want to live there? There are enough complaints from people who live
further away from the airport. I think we should be concentrating on moving light industrial out there and moving the idea
of affordable housing closer to town. What good is affordable housing if you are putting it away from the schools and
town,necessitating the higher use of cars?
Anything but housing of any kind
Any of the above....NOT housing
Any of the above rather than affordable housing. Surely there are quieter acres that the town owns that could be used for
affordable housing.
Any kind of development as suggested needs to contain green space by way of gardens, shrubs benches

Any development should not significantly result in negative affects to existing businesses within the Town of Qualicum
Beach.
Another restaurant might be nice.
An affordable housing community using a non-market housing model. Housing around the outside with park common area
in the middle. Maybe a convenience store although would make more sense to have it in the airport terminal. Do you
know there is a market case for a gas station? How do the owners of the gas stations in town feel about this?
ALL USES MENTIONED ABOVE EXCEPT HOUSING
All the proposed uses are appripriate except housing unless it's live-work
all are reasonable
All are okay. Except affordable housing
All are acceptable
Airport parking, park, walking trail
Airport parking would be great. There's almost none there now.
Airport parking is good. Housing possibly. No industrial, certainly NO gas station.
Airport parking if light industrial (more employees parking) might to required to sustain the airport services.
Airport Parking & light industrial but definitely not gas station on that busy intersection/blind bend.
Agree with gas station in blue area.The rest should be used for park. Possibly airport parking in red area
Agree in principle, but do not use for affordable housing. Possible car rental outlet
Agree
Agree
Again. Can’t see this on my mobile device. But I would suggest leave things as they are.
Again, I think its a huge mistake to build housing close to the airport. Keep it as park land as much as possible.
Again, I think curb appeal is very important, even in a light industrial area.

Again, housing should not be so close to the runway. If you are making the airport larger, that means it must have
security, fences, etc., not houses, or parks.
Again, drop the “Affordable housing”. The rest is excellent usage.
again, can't read the tiny print...
Again, almost anything but affordable housing
again more green space/trees
again I think affordable housing doesnt work in this scenario
affordablehousing only
Affordable SENIORS housing for those that are not rich
Affordable housing, light industrial
Affordable housing, commercial and light industrial if there is demand.
Affordable housing with retail presence (gas station etc...)
Affordable housing there will result in Qualicum’s first ghetto.
Affordable housing should include small, basic, unattached homes with gardens.
Affordable housing should be in town.
Affordable Housing only
affordable housing ok if noise can be dealt with
affordable housing for workers
Affordable housing and park land
Affordable housing and a Park are good - NO TO THE OTHER OPTIONS
affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable Housing

Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable housing
affordable housing
affordable housing
Affordable housing
affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable Housing
Affordable housing
Absolutely no gas station or retail is needed. We cannot and will not support any type of "commerciial convenience".
Parking, access in and out and the impact on the Bennett is problematic. Park and green space must be maintained.
Once again, AFFORDABLE housing is acceptable if it is AFFORDABLE to low income individuals and families. Even less
than $4000.00.00 is not realistic in this day and age.
A town owned RV park for high season tourism and low season recreation area with low impact. Or a tiny house site
where young people can lease a site for their tiny home and still be able to own their "house". Let the community of tiny
home dwellers run the property as a cooperative society.
A Park would make sense.
A park is my preferred option. All of the other options like gas station and light industrial seem out of place close to a
residential area.
A mix of Park, light commercial including a gas -station
A gas station with a convenient store would be ok , but not affordable housing or light industry .

A gas station with a convenience store makes sense to me. A survey of "Chartwell" to see if they are interested would be
a good next step.
A gas station so close to an airport seems to be somewhat dangerous. Has this been looked into? Affordable housing so
close to the airport may not be ideal. No sure who would be interested in living that close to the airport noise. Is there an
underlying focus to shut the airport down with these changes?
A gas station makes no sense, coffee shop & charging station, non-paved, well vegetated airport parking.
A gas station is sorely needed.
A gas station is pretty short sited when folks such as myself drive an electric car.
A gas station does not seem to be a good fit for this neighbourhood, nor does light industrial. A mix of afforable housing,
some form of commercial and parking would be a better mix - along with a small park area.
A convenience store/gas station would be a nice fit for that area. Park space or commercial/industrial would also be
suitable IMO.
2 concerns: noise/radiation/air pollution from airport functions. Where are these? People have moved from the area
because of these issues. These pollutants will determine my choices. Growth of the airport and housing development
may, potentially, be in conflict.
1/4 acre lots
\- No light industrial!
- Affordable housing
- Park
- Cemetery
"Tin Town" like mix residential and commercial mix. NO subsidized type of housing here.
"Park" makes sense. Affordable housing is a overused misnomer ... "affordable" housing not exist and should not be used
as an excuse for poor planning and development. Housing anywhere should be efficient, clean and sustainable, just like
industry. Climate change is real and we should make good design a priority.

13. At the end of Ravensbourne lane there is approx. 3 hectares (7.4 acres). What are your thoughts
around the proposal for Ravensbourne East?
Yes, looks good
Will attend meeting first for clarification on the proposals.
Why would people with less money wish choose to live with all the airport noise? People with money wouldn't choose it
either if there are other options. And why does all of this have to be gobbled up?
Why split the park area up there? Nix the light industrial and allow the park to encompass that whole side.
Why develop this land now. You have proposed three major developments here and there is no mention of why. What are
you doing this for, is there a need and what are you going to do with the money from the sale.
Whatever you decide first have a walk around downtown Parksville, startling decline in last 2 years. Lots of street people.
QB future hangs in the balance., don’t duplicate their mistakes.
Well spaced low LOW density housing. Don’t pack people in. Make all potential buyers if the high level
If noise and this impact on health. How do you soundproof housing??
We do not have to build on every last square centimeter of land...
Very opposed
Very limited in scope due to narrow depth backing onto disused rail line. Better for light commercial location or local
art/craft workshops.
vegetation buffer for Chartwell, park
use it as a park
Use for airport facilities.
Unclear graphic
TQB facilities and works yard

tourist uses
Too small for development.
This will destroy the airport as a distinctive landmark.
This seems doable to me.
This looks okay.
This looks good.
This land would be most suitable for Park and housing but NOT light industrial. It borders a residential community, which
character should be maintained and continued in any new development.
This is not a good place for affordable housing. We know there will be noise problems and affordable housing should be
closer to the centre of town.
This includes the 30 meter ribbon which should not be developed - make the remaining area into a park.
This could be used for park / green space
This area should definitely be left to trees.
This area of land is so thin in profile. I would surmise that most of it is currently treed and probably should remain as such
in order to buffer the airport noise from the current housing behind this area. If there is an open strip to the south, then
perhaps some two or three story affordable housing meeting the design criteria listed above could be considered. Maybe
some of this strip could be used for airport parking if deemed close enough to be suitable for such a use. Or maybe
airport parking should and could go underground.
This area is too narrow for light industrial and would be detrimental to the residents backing onto this area in Miraloma.
Affordable housing and a park would be ideal.
This area is extremely wet and has good water sources sandwiched between rail Nd airport. Would make a good Park.
These potential uses look fine.

There is never enough parks for our going population
The word needs more parks.
The proposals look well thought out. I like the idea of keeping light industry close in one area as opposed to spread out.
The plan looks fine for a park and affordable housing.
The park buffer is gone and should be returned. Housing is a bad idea. Light industrial makes sense. Should be
reconfigured with airport lands to maximize value of this property and the airport land.
The parachutists use this area.
The industries must be suitable for an area with housing.
The area in question should be left as is
The area in blue to be used as a buffer zone.
that's ok
Take out the affordable housing. Not appropriate with light industry and airport.
Sure
sure
Suggestions are reasonable
Still not sure this is the best place for housing
Still have some concerns with how feasible this would be.
some affordable housing
small lots for first time and entry level housing

Since this borders an existing residential community, park land would be best suited
should stay as a park
Should be parkland to act as a visual buffer from the road
set aside for future use
Sell
See if you can get the residents of Chartwell and Sandpiper to raise the money to buy the land and commit it to park and
green space just like the Heritage Forest. Or, again get the Economic Development officers to find a company willing to
put up an office tower as a noise shield for the activities on the active part of the airport.
Same as before. Not housing
Same as above houses only, no industry or commercial enterprises.
Retail Businesses related to the Airport
Restrictive Covenants ......making the resident aware and accepting of the fact that noise will accompany airports and that
the Town is not exclusive from any of the 100's of thousands of airports whose neighbors accept that City Council has a
way to deal with constant complainers or the vocal few.
Residential.
residential"yes"...industrial "no"
Residential only
Residential lots
Residential development should be discouraged, to avoid the conflicts that will result with noise and traffic. Light industrial
and commercial use should be encouraged.
Rental Housing and park. Keep industrial at south side

reasonable
Private hanger facilities
Pretty much same as number twelve. If possible to keep traffic low it would be nice to see this land used for parkland,
especially since it backs onto Chartwell, and I think it’s important to keep that community happy too. There is a huge
community of people who walk their dogs and peddle their bikes in this area.
Prefer park and affordable housing rather than industry there
Potential mobile homes
Poor diagram and labeling - not sure
Please, please consider housing as a priority
Perhaps more green space. Awkward piece of land.
Park👍, Affordable housing 👎🏼, light industrial 👍
Parks are a priority
Parkland.
Parkland.
Parkland I am keep repeating this request in hopes that one parcel is used for park
Parkland
Parkland
Parkland
Park only.
parking? duh?

Parking
park; I don't think placing housing under the active end of the runway is very positive
Park. Area needs it.
Park.
Park.
Park, Park, Park,are my three suggestions.
Park, no building!!
Park, light industrial.
Park, light industrial only. NO housing of any kind.
Park, light industrial
Park, keep the trees to cut out the airport noise which is already very significant.
Park, affordable housing
Park would be ok
Park would be great
Park would be good
Park use as already people walking and using in that way
Park tied to development of a good bike trail to Parksville
Park space.
Park space would be ideal.

Park space
Park or RV site would be good.
Park or light industry. Why would you want housing located in flight path?
Park or light industrial. No housing.
park or light industrial use
PARK OR LIGHT INDUSTRIAL IF NO TREES ARE REMOVED>
Park or light industrial
Park or Housing
Park or commercial
Park or Affordable Housing
park only
PARK only
park only
Park only
Park lands only
Park Land, Viewing Area, Playing Fields
Park land only
Park land
Park land

Park land
park is a good idea
park for children
Park buffer
Park area.
Park area and affordable housing.
Park and woodland
Park and tree buffer for current home owners
Park and Recreational = Yes
Park and pathways
Park and light industrial.
park and light industrial fits the area, no housing
Park and light industrial
park and light industrial
Park and actual affordable housing ie. no more than 30% of min. wage working full time.
Park and or light industrial
Park & affordable housing
Park - to make a buffer for residential areas
park

park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
park
park
Park
Park
park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park

Park
park
park
Park
Park
Park
park
park
Park
park
PARK
park
Park
park
park
Park
park
Park
Park

Park
Park
park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
park
Park
Park
park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park
Park

Park
Park
Park
Park
opposed to housing near airport
Only light industrial development
One or two of the potential uses mentioned could be workable but light industrial might not be compatible with the others.
Once again, no housing.
Okay with all
Ok with this proposal
ok
Ok
ok
OK
Ok
Odd shape. May be best as a park. Not housing
Not sure. Needs more thought.
Not sure.
Not sure if this is the right location for affordable housing and what type of affordable housing it is

not sure
Not sure
not sure
Not suited for development below the road gradient. Maintain buffers and connect the park parcels for a continual green
space. Considerable dog walking activity in place now. Enhance the existing trail systems and promote it accordingly.
Not residential
not keen on light industry at this location, but affordable housing and park is good. Park should have playground
equipment and be able to connect to future railway on old railed.
NOT HOUSING
Not housing
Not familiar with this area.
None.
None at this time.
None
None
none
None
None
non
Noise levels of light industrial not neighbourhood friendly - light industry and affordable housing?

No thought about this piece of property. Leave it as is for now.
No residential.
No rental housing
No opinion. Must fit with full plan keeping existing area in mind.
no opinion
No opinion
No light industrial.
No light industrial
No housing!!
No Housing!
No housing except live-work.
No housing
NO HOUSING
no housing
No comment at this time.
No comment
no comment
no comment
NO AFFORDABLE HOSUNG

No
No
nice to see more park space
Need to leave room for change
Na
my only concern would be that the proposed uses not impinge on the airport
Move the airport before it gets bigger and busier then you can do mixed housing and have your infrastructure near the
relocated airport. This is prime town land and should be used for present and future housing and parks and recreation
and not industrial and airport. That should be further inland. If the airport can not be moved or convinced to move then
choices, other than green space, parks and services, are not viable for a well planned town. It just makes it ugly,
congested and without character. Just look at any airport large or small with light industrial around it and see if you want it
this close to downtown. If the airport stays where it is the only choice is housing and parks. Other choices are just bad
choices.
Move the airport
Most taxes with the least upfront outlay
More info needed
More development!
Modest Housing
Mixture of park and housing.
maybe more parking for airport related use
Make this a park. Beautiful area!

make a park, plant flowers as there are no flowers planted at the airport
Looks ok.
Looks good, but minimal light industrial.
Looks good!
Looks good
Looks good
Looks good
Looks fine
Live / work style of light industrial would be appropriate - as long as there were restrictions on the type of light industrial,
so that there would not be too much noise for the residences on the opposite side of the railway line. Park where it is
shown in green makes sense. We do not agree with the normal sense of "affordable housing" this far into the airport
area.
Limit it to a park and a neighbourhood.
like it
light industrial
Light industry.
light industry
light industry
light industry
Light industrial/park space.

Light industrial.
Light industrial with noise restrictions, or Town operated camping.
Light industrial use makes sense. A park would be nice. But Affordable housing does not belong here. Consider
walkability!! Living in an industrial zone is a choice. Affordable housing may not be a choice, but a family's necessity, so
placing this type of family housing in the least desirable area should not be a QB goal.
Light Industrial related to aircraft.
Light industrial or park fine - housing NO
light industrial or park - not housing.
Light industrial or park
light industrial is best use
Light industrial good paying jobs
light industrial and park land
Light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial
light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial

light industrial
light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial
light industrial
Light industrial
Light industrial
Let's add more affordable housing here and take away the light industrial
LEAVE THIS AREA AS A SMALL GREEN BELT !!!
Leave the trees, no more housing
Leave the trees as a sound barrier to those poor people on Chartwell.
Leave natural.
Leave it undeveloped as a buffer
Leave it be.
leave it be
Leave it as-is
leave it as park
Leave it as it is.
Leave it as forest/buffer zone between the Airport and Chartwell Estates

Leave it as a park. Lots of wildlife reside there.
Leave it as a park
Leave it as a natural break.
Leave it all as park land.
Leave it a park.
Leave as parkland
Leave as park land
Leave as is because of the Airport noise
Leave as is
Leave alone
Keep solely for parkland
Keep residential
Keep it as is
Keep it as is
Keep it a park area for the local residents to use
keep all as park
just leave this. doesn't seem like its worth it. develop it when you can buy the 2 private lots adjacent to it.
It's OK.
It’s a skinny piece of land that will be challenging to develop and still keep Chartwell happy

It would be nice to see a park at this end of town. Maybe include pay structures if you want to attract younger families.
It is so small it could probably be improved parking and a park.
Industry
Industrial
INDUSTRIAL
In this section, the trees are beautiful -- to cut them down would be a crime. Although affordable housing is good in
general, putting them here at the expense of the trees seems senseless when there are two other areas of the Airport
land that could be used. Maybe something like a landing spot for the sky jumping? Or private hangers? A park is
probably too much to wish for...?
In the Dillon Consulting report this is described as 'an awkward parcel of land' which is an apt description. The options
presented by Dillon, including some park land would seem quite appropriate and provide a buffer to part of the Chartwell
community.
In my opinion, housing should not be near the airport. There will be complaints about noise.
In favour.
In agreement with the proposal.
I'm sure the residents of the subdivision would appreciate a park so close to their homes.
if the others above trigger housing and commercial I think a park would be worthy
If that’s the swamp, see above...
I'd like to see affordable housing using manufactured 'tiny house 600sq.ft.' to 1500sq.ft., family and seniors housing, on
leased land, leased from the Town, to keep prices in the $75,000. to $175,000. range (plus monthly lease payment +
HOA.) We need our town to be liveable by people working in local service type jobs, those earning $15. to $25. an hour,
plus independent seniors on small incomes. Provide a social playground space for kids to play and seniors to watch!
Properly managed it would be of HUGE benefit to our community!

I would oppose any industrial use for this area. Park? This area could be left as a natural wetland and woodland, with
minimal maintenance. Affordable housing would be fine.
I would not mind a park here but I would prefer to keep the trees in place as a noise buffer for the residents who live along
Miraloma.
I will very much regret the loss of the green space/belt offered there.
I understand this land might disappear with the 30 ft margin around the railway. I'd recommend looking at sound
dampening barriers (trees, bushes). Has anyone thought of an air museum? Covering more than dusty local history it
could also become educational and might start to become a focus to bridge gaps between nearby residents and the
airport?
I think this would be best suited for parkland, and allow for a treed barrier to keep as much noise from neighbouring
residences.
I think the buffer should remain between the airport and Chartwell. The most appropriate use for this goal may be a park.
I think some treed buffer zone should be maintained here with perhaps some housing.
I think it should stay the way it is. No more houses and for sure no industry so close to a residential area.
I need a copy to read
Can’t expand it.
I like the park idea.
I like the park idea
I like the current proposal
I like it.
I have no idea where Ravensbourne Lane is and the photo here is too small to identify. However if it is in the airport area
I think a park would be a good fit with the housing I have suggested.
I feel that this land would be best used as a park. If the rail corridor becomes a trail network then this area could have a
hostel for bicycle travellers.

I don't think the airport lands are the place for affordable housing.
I don't think that affordable housing should be included.
I don't think industrial and residential mix that well
I do not support housing near the airport.
I do not like the idea of more housing near the airport.
I do like the idea of a park.
I can't read the image very well but if I am correct, I would propose expanding the airstrip.
I can't make out the details of the map, so am unable to respond to this question.
I believe we have enough park space and the area should be dedicated to housing and economic growth.
I agree
Housing or light industrial would be appropriate there.
Housing ok
Housing in general; it seems that you are trying to relegate "affordable housing" to out of sight, out of mind locations, ie
"segregation".
Housing and a small park with no light industrial would be workable.
Housing
Housing
housing
Housing

heavy emphasis on the park.
Hangers, multi use buildings
greenhouse agriculture
GREEN SPACE, picnic tables, NOT housing, have on the east side one or two rental buildings
LIGHT INDUSTRIAL ok here
Green space for recreational use or affordable housing
Green space
Good use
good idea
Good
Good
Go for it!
Funny shaped lots with minimal use
forest to capture carbon emissions from airport
Forest
flip the park and light industrial areas
Fine
fine
Fine

Farm land
Fairs, exhibitions, workers' housing (short term)
entire area as park
Eco reserve
Dumb place for affordable housing, too much noise.
Don't know the property, but again if it is forest are you willing to get rid of just to get more to get tsx $.
Don’t know
Don’t care
Don’t agree with any
Dog park, off leash for all the seniors for whom you will build affordable housing
Do-able. Needs to be done tastefully and "green"
difficult parcel to develop
Development with sound barrier aspect to support limitation airport noise into Chartell.
Definitely support a park. Need more in the area that youth can use. Invest in fun equipment and connect with bike trails
to town and residential areas.
Definitely part of it should be a park. When Chartwell was built, the area was stripped of trees so the sound buffer was
lost. Keep as many trees as possible. No I don't live in Chartwell, but there's no point in adding to the problem. Later in
this survey there's a glitch but nowhere to add a comment so I'm doing it here. I don't have a map beside me, but I'm
pretty sure the town of Courtenay doesn't like its name misspelled.
Definitely affordable housing... the kind for families not retirees
define affordable housing, not a great location for park space

Consolidate park fragments to create larger, more viable park at easterly end. Purple area too close to residences for
industrial. Prefer to see residential here.
Community Gardens
Community garden to grow food for people in need and the tiny home community.
Commercial/tourism
Commercial/retail use
Commercial and businesses with residential on top
Can't see if there are trees, using cell phone to answer, please protect large trees, green space needed.
Cant read it
Cannot see print on map... Too small
Can’t see it on my mobile device.
Can’t see
Buffer zone. Definitely NOT 60 or 70 housing units!!! IF housing is going there it should be non-market housing. More of
the same is not what is needed.
Bigger park space
As this would be closer to established residential, any use should be relatively quiet.
As previously noted.
As long as the light industrial doesn't add to the noise the folks along Miraloma already experience
As it backs on to residential areas, parks make a great deal of sense. Don't put anything there that will impinge on airport
expansion

As above.
As above, there is no proposal, just "we'll have some stuff" and the "park" is at the end of the dead end road, past the
airport, residential and industrial section. I wouldn't call that openly serving the community.
As Above
as above
Any of these "Potential Uses" should be considered, with a balance with values to the community and existing neighbors
of this property.
Any of the above but light industrial only If noise is minimal
An off-leash dog park.
Also good.
All three suggested uses make sense.
All residential with excellent walking/cycling trails connecting to existing trails - retain as much forest as possible in
setbacks and other areas to provide a natural background to new development and retain the ecosystems.
all light industrial - ok
All current proposals are acceptable to me in this area.
Airport Use
Airport support services.
Agree
Agree
Agree

Agree
Again, why does every square foot need to be developed?
Again, perhaps light industrial
again, keep it free from development
Again, housing and parks should not be so close to the runway!
Again, grow something
again, can't read the tiny print
Again, affordable housing is too close to a noisy neighborhood. The boomers are just a few years from disappearing and
having their homes available on the market. The housing problem should resolve itself.
Again, a small park/green space needs to be contained in that area with the housing/commercial proposals
Again light industrial is a great idea. Not so sure about a park. There is a dog park already in the area. And a school for
kids. Maybe keeping trails in the area for residents to walk?
Again light industrial if businesses could be attracted
Affordable or seniors care facility. Dementia village. Lots of jobs would be created there!
Affordable housing, no light industrial.
Affordable housing, large dog park
Affordable housing, assuming it is still affordable after noise mitigation. Park would be ideal.
Affordable housing, Park
Affordable housing too close to chartwell for light industrial.
Affordable housing only

affordable housing for Workers
Affordable housing and park
affordable housing
Affordable Housing
Affordable housing
affordable housing
Affordable Housing
Affordable Housing
Affordable housing
affordable housing
Affordable housing
Affordable (?) housing and/or park preferred
a park would be acceptable in this area
A park using trees and foliage to control sound would be good. Light industrial and affordable housing would be bad!
A park only as a buffer to Chartwell
2 story light industrial or harvestable forest woodlot.
- No light industrial!
- Park
The development of this particular space does not serve anyone.

